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It may be hard for you to believe that your great nation is capable of conspiracy, but the facts do not lie. Below are well-documented
examples of declassi ed experiments and chemical releases by the US. military on an unwitting public.

Weather Warfare and Defoliation

Operation Popeye [1]

The US. Air Force sprayed silver and lead iodide into clouds above Vietnam to increase the normal monsoon rainfall, in secrecy from March 20, 1967 to  July 5, 1972.

The program was authorized three WC-130 and two RF-4C aircraft with associated crews and maintenance personnel.
 These aircraft provided two WC-130 and one RF-4C sorties per day, when required.  However, these aircraft, which
operated out of Thailand, were not dedicated exclusively to the cloud seeding missions.   The WC-130’s also conducted
tropical typhoon reconnaissance and tactical weather reconnaissance support missions.  RF-4C’s performed regular photo
reconnaissance missions.  The annual cost of the total program was approximately 3.6 million covering operation and
maintenance, temporary duty pay, and seeding materials. [2]

US. military o cials refused to admit their involvement in weather warfare, lying under oath during Congressional testimony:

Laird wasn’t the only o cial whose 1972 weather modi cation testimony was untruthful.
Benjamin Forman, a senior Department of Defense lawyer, reiterated Laird’s denial later that year: “We have not, as
Secretary Laird has previously said, ever engaged in weather modi cation activities in Northern Vietnam.”
At the same hearing, the Deputy Director of the US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency had similar di culties. Asked
by Senator Pell if rainmaking projects had been approved by Laos and Thailand, Philip Farley replied: “I don’t wish even
to admit, sir, that there were such projects.” 
(US Senate, Subcommittee on Oceans and International Environment; 26 July 1972; p. 34 and 45)
Originally “Top Secret”, this hearing transcript was made public on 19 May 1974.
This was the  rst detailed public explanation of 1960s and 70s US weather modi cation programs in Southeast Asia.[4]

Operation Ranch Hand, Operation Trail Dust, [3], [4], [5]

19 million gallons of the Rainbow Agents were sprayed in an attempt to clear the thick Vietnamese jungles

The herbicides were sprayed by the U.S. Air Force  ying C-123s using the call sign “Hades”. The planes were  tted with

specially developed spray tanks with a capacity of 1,000 U.S. gallons (4 m3) of herbicides. A plane sprayed a swath of land
that was 80 meters wide and 16 km (~10 miles) long in about 4½ minutes, at a rate of about 3 U.S. gallons per acre

(3 m3/km2). Sorties usually consisted of three to  ve airplanes  ying side by side. 95% of the herbicides and defoliants used
in the war were sprayed by the U.S. Air Force as part of Operation Ranch Hand. The remaining 5% were sprayed by the
U.S. Chemical Corps, other military branches, and the Republic of Vietnam using hand sprayers, spray
trucks, helicopters and boats, primarily around U.S. military installations [5]
Between 1961-1971 19,395,369 million gallons of herbicides were used in Vietnam which amounts to 5193 gallons daily.
During the same period, “the US sprayed enough herbicides to cover 30,305 square miles or 23.8% of the total area of
Vietnam with one spraying” (Arison, 1995) [6], [7]

US. weather warfare and defoliation e orts over Vietnam led to the creation of the Environmental Modi cation Convention (ENMOD) on October 5, 1978,
banning “widespread, long-lasting or severe” environmental modi cations. [8]

Bug Warfare

U.S. entomological warfare program
Operation Big Itch
September 1954 series of tests at Dugway Proving Ground in Utah to determine coverage patterns and survivability of the tropical rat  ea for use
in biological warfare as disease vector [9]
Operation Big Buzz
May 1955 in the U.S. State of Georgia, 330,000 uninfected mosquitoes were dropped from aircraft in E14 bombs and dispersed from the ground. [9]
Operation May Day
April to November 1956 test in Savannah, Georgia designed to reveal information about the dispersal of yellow fever mosquitoes in an urban area.
 The mosquitoes were released from ground level.  [9]
Operation Drop Kick
1956 test in Savannah, Georgia, where uninfected mosquitoes were released in a residential neighborhood and another 1956 test in Avon Park
Bombing Range, Florida, where 600,000 mosquitoes were released by plane. [10]
Also see Unethical human experimentation in the United States, U.S. Biological Warfare, and the deleted Operation-Sunshine.org page on Biological
Warfare

Radioactive Release

Zinc Cadmium Sul de
“one critic accused the Army of ‘literally using the country as an experimental laboratory'” [11]

Operation LAC (Large Area Coverage) 1957-1958
U.S. Army Chemical Corps operation which dispersed microscopic zinc cadmium sul de (ZnCdS) particles over much of the United States (from a C-119 Flying
Boxcar). The purpose was to determine the dispersion and geographic range of biological or chemical agents.  [12]
Operation Dew I and II 1951-1952
Consisted of  ve separate trials from March 26, 1952 until April 21, 1952 that were designed to test the feasibility of maintaining a large aerosol cloud released
o shore until it drifted over land, achieving a large area coverage. [13]
St. Louis, 1953
The Manhattan-Rochester Coalition, research on the health e ects of radioactive materials, and tests on vulnerable populations  without consent in St. Louis,
1945–1970, the US Army Chemical Corp sprayed cadmium sul de on a low-income neighborhood (and school), without telling anyone until 40 years later.
 During that silence, researchers studied the deceased bodies of radioactively contaminated American citizens. [14], [15], [16]

This piece analyzes a covert Manhattan Project spin-o  organization referred to here as the Manhattan-Rochester
Coalition, and an obscure aerosol study in St. Louis, Missouri, conducted under contract by the U.S. military from 1953–
1954, and 1963–1965. The military-sponsored studies targeted a segregated, high-density urban area, where low-income
persons of color predominantly resided. Examination of the Manhattan-Rochester Coalition and the St. Louis aerosol
studies, reveal their connections to each other, and to a much larger military project that secretly tested humans, both
alive and deceased, in an e ort to understand the e ects of weaponized radiation. Through this case study, the author
explores how a large number of participants inside an organization will willingly participate in organizational acts that are
harmful to others, and how large numbers of outsiders, who may or may not be victims of organizational activities, are
unable to determine illegal or harmful activity by an organization. The author explains how ethical and observational
lapses are engineered by the organization through several speci c mechanisms, in an e ort to disable critical analysis, and
prevent both internal and external dissent of harmful organizational actions. Through studying the process of complex
organizational deviance, we can develop public policies that protect the public’s right to know, and construct checks and
methods to minimize the chance of covert projects that are contrary to societal norms. [15]

There you have it, several examples of the US. military operating secret tests.  It makes one wonder, how long will it be before we  nd out what they are doing
RIGHT NOW?

“Those who don’t know history are doomed to repeat it.” ― Edmund
Burke
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Silver iodide ejectors mounted on the JATO rack, WC130 “B” model. Image credit Air Weather Reconnaissance Assoc.
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For decades, the U.S. Army examined whether infected mosquitoes could be used to kill our enemies–so

called “entomological warfare.” In these excerpts from a March 1981 Army report, you can marvel at how

much it would have cost to launch a yellow feverinfected mosquito attack on a city (with a handy “Cost per

Death” chart included!). Also, you won’t want to miss summaries of prior government trials like”Operation

Big Itch” and “Operation Big Buzz.” source: The Smoking Gun

source: Google Books – also see: Summary of Major Events and Problems, US. Army CC
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This article is part of the series: HAARP and the Sky Heaters Also see our Space-Weather Modi cation Timeline In...
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The Silver Lining Project is a not-for-pro t international scienti c research collaboration to study the e ects of particles (aerosols) on...
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This article is part of the series: HAARP and the Sky Heaters Also see our Space-Weather Modi cation Timeline HAARP,...
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NSA and JNLWD are partnering with Virginia State Police and local police implanting people with biochips. Read “A Note on Uberveillance” by M. G.
and Katina Michael. it enables Uberveillance. “In its ultimate form, überveillance has to do with more than automatic identi cation technologies that
we carry with us. It has to do with under-the-skin technology that is embedded in the body, such as microchip implants; it is that which cuts into the
 esh – a charagma (mark). Think of it as Big Brother on the inside looking out.” Newport News Police and Virginia State Police had a doctor implant
me w/o my knowledge and consent with a biochip. A U. S. Attorney for the NSA/DOJ pretended to be my attorney. It enables torture and thought
monitoring. They use it as a sensor and pulse energy projectiles at you. I had a heart attack. It enables voice to skull communication. See LRAD white
papers or audio spotlight by Holosonics. Law enforcement believes we will only be safe if they know where we are at all times, what we are doing and
what we are thinking! See Safeguards in a World of Ambient Intelligence by Springer page 9. See Mental Health and Terrorism by Amin Gadit. He
states, “Of late, there are reports of a new and dreadful invention of weapons of violence that are called Bioelectromagnetic Weapons. According to
the description by an Institute of Science in Society, these weapons operate at the speed of light, can kill, torture and enslave without making
physical appearance. It further adds that voices and visions, daydreams and nightmares are the most astonishing manifestations of this weapon
system, it is also capable of crippling the human subject by limiting his/her normal range of movement, causing acute pain the equivalent of major
organ failure or even death and interferes with normal functions of human senses. It can cause di culty with breathing and induce seizures besides
damage to the tissues and organs. Through this form of terrorism, it is possible to persuade subjects that their mind is being read; their intellectual
property is being plundered and can even motivate suicide or murder. Pulsed Energy projectiles (PEPs) are another form of weaponry that is used to
paralyze a victim with pain. According to Peter Philips, a scientist from USA, circumstances may soon arrive in which anti-war or human right
protestors suddenly feel a burning sensation akin to touching a hot skillet over their entire body. Simultaneously they may hear terrifying
nauseating screaming, which while not produced externally,  lls their brains with overwhelming disruption. This new invention is dreadful addition to
the armamentarium of weapons of abuse and torture. Manifestations of the e ects of these occult weapons can mimic mental ill health and add
further to the misery of the victims.” See Bio Initiative Report 2012. See Forbes and search Brandon Raub. Law enforcement tases citizens into
“excited delirium” (see at nij org) to make them act in ways they normally would not. I believe they are directly responsible for the Virginia Tech
massacre. There are 3 reasons to have it implanted 1) mental health, 2) criminal record, and 3) infectious disease. If you don’t meet any of those
requirements like me, they’ll falsify your records. All the mass shootings are the work of law enforcement. They want to take away your right to bear
arms and make America a police state. People aren’t suddenly going crazy, they’re being tortured. I also believe the biochip to be responsible for
PTSD. Read Brian Castner’s book “A Long Walk”. I have the same ambiguous pains, twitches, heart attack, night mares, day mares, gurgling, etc. I
never served in the war. What do we have in common? The biochip. Suicide is one way to get relief. Virginia’s suicide rate is higher than the national
average and the military suicide rate is unacceptable! You can check your upper right buttock, upper right shoulder. They are just under the skin. I
have been in excruciating pain for six years due to corruption in Virginia.
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http://jhaines6.wordpress.com/2014/02/04/neil-keenan-update-the-cabal-is-in-check-checkmate-coming/
Stop at 6 minutes and then 20 minutes in for info on chemtrails
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It may be hard for you to believe that your great nation is capable of conspiracy, but the facts do not lie. Below are well-documented
examples of declassi ed experiments and chemical releases by the US. military on an unwitting public.

Weather Warfare and Defoliation

Operation Popeye [1]

The US. Air Force sprayed silver and lead iodide into clouds above Vietnam to increase the normal monsoon rainfall, in secrecy from March 20, 1967 to  July 5, 1972.

The program was authorized three WC-130 and two RF-4C aircraft with associated crews and maintenance personnel.
 These aircraft provided two WC-130 and one RF-4C sorties per day, when required.  However, these aircraft, which
operated out of Thailand, were not dedicated exclusively to the cloud seeding missions.   The WC-130’s also conducted
tropical typhoon reconnaissance and tactical weather reconnaissance support missions.  RF-4C’s performed regular photo
reconnaissance missions.  The annual cost of the total program was approximately 3.6 million covering operation and
maintenance, temporary duty pay, and seeding materials. [2]

US. military o cials refused to admit their involvement in weather warfare, lying under oath during Congressional testimony:

Laird wasn’t the only o cial whose 1972 weather modi cation testimony was untruthful.
Benjamin Forman, a senior Department of Defense lawyer, reiterated Laird’s denial later that year: “We have not, as
Secretary Laird has previously said, ever engaged in weather modi cation activities in Northern Vietnam.”
At the same hearing, the Deputy Director of the US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency had similar di culties. Asked
by Senator Pell if rainmaking projects had been approved by Laos and Thailand, Philip Farley replied: “I don’t wish even
to admit, sir, that there were such projects.” 
(US Senate, Subcommittee on Oceans and International Environment; 26 July 1972; p. 34 and 45)
Originally “Top Secret”, this hearing transcript was made public on 19 May 1974.
This was the  rst detailed public explanation of 1960s and 70s US weather modi cation programs in Southeast Asia.[4]

Operation Ranch Hand, Operation Trail Dust, [3], [4], [5]

19 million gallons of the Rainbow Agents were sprayed in an attempt to clear the thick Vietnamese jungles

The herbicides were sprayed by the U.S. Air Force  ying C-123s using the call sign “Hades”. The planes were  tted with

specially developed spray tanks with a capacity of 1,000 U.S. gallons (4 m3) of herbicides. A plane sprayed a swath of land
that was 80 meters wide and 16 km (~10 miles) long in about 4½ minutes, at a rate of about 3 U.S. gallons per acre

(3 m3/km2). Sorties usually consisted of three to  ve airplanes  ying side by side. 95% of the herbicides and defoliants used
in the war were sprayed by the U.S. Air Force as part of Operation Ranch Hand. The remaining 5% were sprayed by the
U.S. Chemical Corps, other military branches, and the Republic of Vietnam using hand sprayers, spray
trucks, helicopters and boats, primarily around U.S. military installations [5]
Between 1961-1971 19,395,369 million gallons of herbicides were used in Vietnam which amounts to 5193 gallons daily.
During the same period, “the US sprayed enough herbicides to cover 30,305 square miles or 23.8% of the total area of
Vietnam with one spraying” (Arison, 1995) [6], [7]

US. weather warfare and defoliation e orts over Vietnam led to the creation of the Environmental Modi cation Convention (ENMOD) on October 5, 1978,
banning “widespread, long-lasting or severe” environmental modi cations. [8]

Bug Warfare

U.S. entomological warfare program
Operation Big Itch
September 1954 series of tests at Dugway Proving Ground in Utah to determine coverage patterns and survivability of the tropical rat  ea for use
in biological warfare as disease vector [9]
Operation Big Buzz
May 1955 in the U.S. State of Georgia, 330,000 uninfected mosquitoes were dropped from aircraft in E14 bombs and dispersed from the ground. [9]
Operation May Day
April to November 1956 test in Savannah, Georgia designed to reveal information about the dispersal of yellow fever mosquitoes in an urban area.
 The mosquitoes were released from ground level.  [9]
Operation Drop Kick
1956 test in Savannah, Georgia, where uninfected mosquitoes were released in a residential neighborhood and another 1956 test in Avon Park
Bombing Range, Florida, where 600,000 mosquitoes were released by plane. [10]
Also see Unethical human experimentation in the United States, U.S. Biological Warfare, and the deleted Operation-Sunshine.org page on Biological
Warfare

Radioactive Release

Zinc Cadmium Sul de
“one critic accused the Army of ‘literally using the country as an experimental laboratory'” [11]

Operation LAC (Large Area Coverage) 1957-1958
U.S. Army Chemical Corps operation which dispersed microscopic zinc cadmium sul de (ZnCdS) particles over much of the United States (from a C-119 Flying
Boxcar). The purpose was to determine the dispersion and geographic range of biological or chemical agents.  [12]
Operation Dew I and II 1951-1952
Consisted of  ve separate trials from March 26, 1952 until April 21, 1952 that were designed to test the feasibility of maintaining a large aerosol cloud released
o shore until it drifted over land, achieving a large area coverage. [13]
St. Louis, 1953
The Manhattan-Rochester Coalition, research on the health e ects of radioactive materials, and tests on vulnerable populations  without consent in St. Louis,
1945–1970, the US Army Chemical Corp sprayed cadmium sul de on a low-income neighborhood (and school), without telling anyone until 40 years later.
 During that silence, researchers studied the deceased bodies of radioactively contaminated American citizens. [14], [15], [16]

This piece analyzes a covert Manhattan Project spin-o  organization referred to here as the Manhattan-Rochester
Coalition, and an obscure aerosol study in St. Louis, Missouri, conducted under contract by the U.S. military from 1953–
1954, and 1963–1965. The military-sponsored studies targeted a segregated, high-density urban area, where low-income
persons of color predominantly resided. Examination of the Manhattan-Rochester Coalition and the St. Louis aerosol
studies, reveal their connections to each other, and to a much larger military project that secretly tested humans, both
alive and deceased, in an e ort to understand the e ects of weaponized radiation. Through this case study, the author
explores how a large number of participants inside an organization will willingly participate in organizational acts that are
harmful to others, and how large numbers of outsiders, who may or may not be victims of organizational activities, are
unable to determine illegal or harmful activity by an organization. The author explains how ethical and observational
lapses are engineered by the organization through several speci c mechanisms, in an e ort to disable critical analysis, and
prevent both internal and external dissent of harmful organizational actions. Through studying the process of complex
organizational deviance, we can develop public policies that protect the public’s right to know, and construct checks and
methods to minimize the chance of covert projects that are contrary to societal norms. [15]

There you have it, several examples of the US. military operating secret tests.  It makes one wonder, how long will it be before we  nd out what they are doing
RIGHT NOW?

“Those who don’t know history are doomed to repeat it.” ― Edmund
Burke
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Silver iodide ejectors mounted on the JATO rack, WC130 “B” model. Image credit Air Weather Reconnaissance Assoc.

Adobe Flash Player or an HTML5-supported browser is required for video playback. Get the latest Flash Player Learn more about upgrading to an HTML5

browser

For decades, the U.S. Army examined whether infected mosquitoes could be used to kill our enemies–so

called “entomological warfare.” In these excerpts from a March 1981 Army report, you can marvel at how

much it would have cost to launch a yellow feverinfected mosquito attack on a city (with a handy “Cost per

Death” chart included!). Also, you won’t want to miss summaries of prior government trials like”Operation

Big Itch” and “Operation Big Buzz.” source: The Smoking Gun

source: Google Books – also see: Summary of Major Events and Problems, US. Army CC
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Hearing Voices The Hidden History of the CIA’s Electromagnetic Mind-Control Experiments Global Alert by Alex Constantine   1995   Controlling human
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“Climate Change is going to kill you” While scientists around the world contemplate future deployment of global sunscreens in the sky to...

Ionospheric Heaters: How HAARP really works
Jim Lee, October 18, 2014October 18, 2014, HAARP, Science, airglow, alfven, Antenna Array, Arecibo, Arecibo Observatory Enhanced HF Ionospheric Heating Instrument, arti cial aurora,
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This article is part of the series: HAARP and the Sky Heaters Also see our Space-Weather Modi cation Timeline In...

NBC Predicts: All Americans Will Receive A RFID Microchip Implant In 2017 Per Obamacare!
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The Silver Lining Project is a not-for-pro t international scienti c research collaboration to study the e ects of particles (aerosols) on...

Is There a Drone Flying Around the Harlem Building Collapse?
Bill Knarr, March 17, 2014March 17, 2014, Science, 0 �

Posted on March 17, 2014 by Bill Knarr in Dick Clippings, After reading this story, and the related stories, this has me wondering and...

HAARP – The World’s Sexiest Energy Weapon
Jim Lee, September 19, 2014January 6, 2015, HAARP, AFRL, atmospheric experimentation, chemical release, DARPA, ELF, energy weapon, Gakona Alaska, HAARP, ionospheric

modi cation, microwave heating, modi cation, NRL, sky heater, Stanford VLF, ULF, VLF, warfare, weapon, weather, 2 �

This article is part of the series: HAARP and the Sky Heaters Also see our Space-Weather Modi cation Timeline HAARP,...

Dead sea lions washing on shore in California appear to have died from radiation poisoning.
Bill Knarr, June 29, 2014September 30, 2014, Nuclear, Science, Uncategorized, 2 �

Posted on April 13, 2014 by Bill Knarr in Dick Clippings, Monday, April 15, 2013 by: PF LouisTags: sea lions, radiation, California Learn
more: http://www.naturalnews.com/039924_sea_lions_radiation_California.html#ixzz365h6VGch (NaturalNews) Dead sea...
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1 year ago

NSA and JNLWD are partnering with Virginia State Police and local police implanting people with biochips. Read “A Note on Uberveillance” by M. G.
and Katina Michael. it enables Uberveillance. “In its ultimate form, überveillance has to do with more than automatic identi cation technologies that
we carry with us. It has to do with under-the-skin technology that is embedded in the body, such as microchip implants; it is that which cuts into the
 esh – a charagma (mark). Think of it as Big Brother on the inside looking out.” Newport News Police and Virginia State Police had a doctor implant
me w/o my knowledge and consent with a biochip. A U. S. Attorney for the NSA/DOJ pretended to be my attorney. It enables torture and thought
monitoring. They use it as a sensor and pulse energy projectiles at you. I had a heart attack. It enables voice to skull communication. See LRAD white
papers or audio spotlight by Holosonics. Law enforcement believes we will only be safe if they know where we are at all times, what we are doing and
what we are thinking! See Safeguards in a World of Ambient Intelligence by Springer page 9. See Mental Health and Terrorism by Amin Gadit. He
states, “Of late, there are reports of a new and dreadful invention of weapons of violence that are called Bioelectromagnetic Weapons. According to
the description by an Institute of Science in Society, these weapons operate at the speed of light, can kill, torture and enslave without making
physical appearance. It further adds that voices and visions, daydreams and nightmares are the most astonishing manifestations of this weapon
system, it is also capable of crippling the human subject by limiting his/her normal range of movement, causing acute pain the equivalent of major
organ failure or even death and interferes with normal functions of human senses. It can cause di culty with breathing and induce seizures besides
damage to the tissues and organs. Through this form of terrorism, it is possible to persuade subjects that their mind is being read; their intellectual
property is being plundered and can even motivate suicide or murder. Pulsed Energy projectiles (PEPs) are another form of weaponry that is used to
paralyze a victim with pain. According to Peter Philips, a scientist from USA, circumstances may soon arrive in which anti-war or human right
protestors suddenly feel a burning sensation akin to touching a hot skillet over their entire body. Simultaneously they may hear terrifying
nauseating screaming, which while not produced externally,  lls their brains with overwhelming disruption. This new invention is dreadful addition to
the armamentarium of weapons of abuse and torture. Manifestations of the e ects of these occult weapons can mimic mental ill health and add
further to the misery of the victims.” See Bio Initiative Report 2012. See Forbes and search Brandon Raub. Law enforcement tases citizens into
“excited delirium” (see at nij org) to make them act in ways they normally would not. I believe they are directly responsible for the Virginia Tech
massacre. There are 3 reasons to have it implanted 1) mental health, 2) criminal record, and 3) infectious disease. If you don’t meet any of those
requirements like me, they’ll falsify your records. All the mass shootings are the work of law enforcement. They want to take away your right to bear
arms and make America a police state. People aren’t suddenly going crazy, they’re being tortured. I also believe the biochip to be responsible for
PTSD. Read Brian Castner’s book “A Long Walk”. I have the same ambiguous pains, twitches, heart attack, night mares, day mares, gurgling, etc. I
never served in the war. What do we have in common? The biochip. Suicide is one way to get relief. Virginia’s suicide rate is higher than the national
average and the military suicide rate is unacceptable! You can check your upper right buttock, upper right shoulder. They are just under the skin. I
have been in excruciating pain for six years due to corruption in Virginia.
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http://jhaines6.wordpress.com/2014/02/04/neil-keenan-update-the-cabal-is-in-check-checkmate-coming/
Stop at 6 minutes and then 20 minutes in for info on chemtrails
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It may be hard for you to believe that your great nation is capable of conspiracy, but the facts do not lie. Below are well-documented
examples of declassi ed experiments and chemical releases by the US. military on an unwitting public.

Weather Warfare and Defoliation

Operation Popeye [1]

The US. Air Force sprayed silver and lead iodide into clouds above Vietnam to increase the normal monsoon rainfall, in secrecy from March 20, 1967 to  July 5, 1972.

The program was authorized three WC-130 and two RF-4C aircraft with associated crews and maintenance personnel.
 These aircraft provided two WC-130 and one RF-4C sorties per day, when required.  However, these aircraft, which
operated out of Thailand, were not dedicated exclusively to the cloud seeding missions.   The WC-130’s also conducted
tropical typhoon reconnaissance and tactical weather reconnaissance support missions.  RF-4C’s performed regular photo
reconnaissance missions.  The annual cost of the total program was approximately 3.6 million covering operation and
maintenance, temporary duty pay, and seeding materials. [2]

US. military o cials refused to admit their involvement in weather warfare, lying under oath during Congressional testimony:

Laird wasn’t the only o cial whose 1972 weather modi cation testimony was untruthful.
Benjamin Forman, a senior Department of Defense lawyer, reiterated Laird’s denial later that year: “We have not, as
Secretary Laird has previously said, ever engaged in weather modi cation activities in Northern Vietnam.”
At the same hearing, the Deputy Director of the US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency had similar di culties. Asked
by Senator Pell if rainmaking projects had been approved by Laos and Thailand, Philip Farley replied: “I don’t wish even
to admit, sir, that there were such projects.” 
(US Senate, Subcommittee on Oceans and International Environment; 26 July 1972; p. 34 and 45)
Originally “Top Secret”, this hearing transcript was made public on 19 May 1974.
This was the  rst detailed public explanation of 1960s and 70s US weather modi cation programs in Southeast Asia.[4]

Operation Ranch Hand, Operation Trail Dust, [3], [4], [5]

19 million gallons of the Rainbow Agents were sprayed in an attempt to clear the thick Vietnamese jungles

The herbicides were sprayed by the U.S. Air Force  ying C-123s using the call sign “Hades”. The planes were  tted with

specially developed spray tanks with a capacity of 1,000 U.S. gallons (4 m3) of herbicides. A plane sprayed a swath of land
that was 80 meters wide and 16 km (~10 miles) long in about 4½ minutes, at a rate of about 3 U.S. gallons per acre

(3 m3/km2). Sorties usually consisted of three to  ve airplanes  ying side by side. 95% of the herbicides and defoliants used
in the war were sprayed by the U.S. Air Force as part of Operation Ranch Hand. The remaining 5% were sprayed by the
U.S. Chemical Corps, other military branches, and the Republic of Vietnam using hand sprayers, spray
trucks, helicopters and boats, primarily around U.S. military installations [5]
Between 1961-1971 19,395,369 million gallons of herbicides were used in Vietnam which amounts to 5193 gallons daily.
During the same period, “the US sprayed enough herbicides to cover 30,305 square miles or 23.8% of the total area of
Vietnam with one spraying” (Arison, 1995) [6], [7]

US. weather warfare and defoliation e orts over Vietnam led to the creation of the Environmental Modi cation Convention (ENMOD) on October 5, 1978,
banning “widespread, long-lasting or severe” environmental modi cations. [8]

Bug Warfare

U.S. entomological warfare program
Operation Big Itch
September 1954 series of tests at Dugway Proving Ground in Utah to determine coverage patterns and survivability of the tropical rat  ea for use
in biological warfare as disease vector [9]
Operation Big Buzz
May 1955 in the U.S. State of Georgia, 330,000 uninfected mosquitoes were dropped from aircraft in E14 bombs and dispersed from the ground. [9]
Operation May Day
April to November 1956 test in Savannah, Georgia designed to reveal information about the dispersal of yellow fever mosquitoes in an urban area.
 The mosquitoes were released from ground level.  [9]
Operation Drop Kick
1956 test in Savannah, Georgia, where uninfected mosquitoes were released in a residential neighborhood and another 1956 test in Avon Park
Bombing Range, Florida, where 600,000 mosquitoes were released by plane. [10]
Also see Unethical human experimentation in the United States, U.S. Biological Warfare, and the deleted Operation-Sunshine.org page on Biological
Warfare

Radioactive Release

Zinc Cadmium Sul de
“one critic accused the Army of ‘literally using the country as an experimental laboratory'” [11]

Operation LAC (Large Area Coverage) 1957-1958
U.S. Army Chemical Corps operation which dispersed microscopic zinc cadmium sul de (ZnCdS) particles over much of the United States (from a C-119 Flying
Boxcar). The purpose was to determine the dispersion and geographic range of biological or chemical agents.  [12]
Operation Dew I and II 1951-1952
Consisted of  ve separate trials from March 26, 1952 until April 21, 1952 that were designed to test the feasibility of maintaining a large aerosol cloud released
o shore until it drifted over land, achieving a large area coverage. [13]
St. Louis, 1953
The Manhattan-Rochester Coalition, research on the health e ects of radioactive materials, and tests on vulnerable populations  without consent in St. Louis,
1945–1970, the US Army Chemical Corp sprayed cadmium sul de on a low-income neighborhood (and school), without telling anyone until 40 years later.
 During that silence, researchers studied the deceased bodies of radioactively contaminated American citizens. [14], [15], [16]

This piece analyzes a covert Manhattan Project spin-o  organization referred to here as the Manhattan-Rochester
Coalition, and an obscure aerosol study in St. Louis, Missouri, conducted under contract by the U.S. military from 1953–
1954, and 1963–1965. The military-sponsored studies targeted a segregated, high-density urban area, where low-income
persons of color predominantly resided. Examination of the Manhattan-Rochester Coalition and the St. Louis aerosol
studies, reveal their connections to each other, and to a much larger military project that secretly tested humans, both
alive and deceased, in an e ort to understand the e ects of weaponized radiation. Through this case study, the author
explores how a large number of participants inside an organization will willingly participate in organizational acts that are
harmful to others, and how large numbers of outsiders, who may or may not be victims of organizational activities, are
unable to determine illegal or harmful activity by an organization. The author explains how ethical and observational
lapses are engineered by the organization through several speci c mechanisms, in an e ort to disable critical analysis, and
prevent both internal and external dissent of harmful organizational actions. Through studying the process of complex
organizational deviance, we can develop public policies that protect the public’s right to know, and construct checks and
methods to minimize the chance of covert projects that are contrary to societal norms. [15]

There you have it, several examples of the US. military operating secret tests.  It makes one wonder, how long will it be before we  nd out what they are doing
RIGHT NOW?

“Those who don’t know history are doomed to repeat it.” ― Edmund
Burke
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system, it is also capable of crippling the human subject by limiting his/her normal range of movement, causing acute pain the equivalent of major
organ failure or even death and interferes with normal functions of human senses. It can cause di culty with breathing and induce seizures besides
damage to the tissues and organs. Through this form of terrorism, it is possible to persuade subjects that their mind is being read; their intellectual
property is being plundered and can even motivate suicide or murder. Pulsed Energy projectiles (PEPs) are another form of weaponry that is used to
paralyze a victim with pain. According to Peter Philips, a scientist from USA, circumstances may soon arrive in which anti-war or human right
protestors suddenly feel a burning sensation akin to touching a hot skillet over their entire body. Simultaneously they may hear terrifying
nauseating screaming, which while not produced externally,  lls their brains with overwhelming disruption. This new invention is dreadful addition to
the armamentarium of weapons of abuse and torture. Manifestations of the e ects of these occult weapons can mimic mental ill health and add
further to the misery of the victims.” See Bio Initiative Report 2012. See Forbes and search Brandon Raub. Law enforcement tases citizens into
“excited delirium” (see at nij org) to make them act in ways they normally would not. I believe they are directly responsible for the Virginia Tech
massacre. There are 3 reasons to have it implanted 1) mental health, 2) criminal record, and 3) infectious disease. If you don’t meet any of those
requirements like me, they’ll falsify your records. All the mass shootings are the work of law enforcement. They want to take away your right to bear
arms and make America a police state. People aren’t suddenly going crazy, they’re being tortured. I also believe the biochip to be responsible for
PTSD. Read Brian Castner’s book “A Long Walk”. I have the same ambiguous pains, twitches, heart attack, night mares, day mares, gurgling, etc. I
never served in the war. What do we have in common? The biochip. Suicide is one way to get relief. Virginia’s suicide rate is higher than the national
average and the military suicide rate is unacceptable! You can check your upper right buttock, upper right shoulder. They are just under the skin. I
have been in excruciating pain for six years due to corruption in Virginia.
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It may be hard for you to believe that your great nation is capable of conspiracy, but the facts do not lie. Below are well-documented
examples of declassi ed experiments and chemical releases by the US. military on an unwitting public.

Weather Warfare and Defoliation

Operation Popeye [1]

The US. Air Force sprayed silver and lead iodide into clouds above Vietnam to increase the normal monsoon rainfall, in secrecy from March 20, 1967 to  July 5, 1972.

The program was authorized three WC-130 and two RF-4C aircraft with associated crews and maintenance personnel.
 These aircraft provided two WC-130 and one RF-4C sorties per day, when required.  However, these aircraft, which
operated out of Thailand, were not dedicated exclusively to the cloud seeding missions.   The WC-130’s also conducted
tropical typhoon reconnaissance and tactical weather reconnaissance support missions.  RF-4C’s performed regular photo
reconnaissance missions.  The annual cost of the total program was approximately 3.6 million covering operation and
maintenance, temporary duty pay, and seeding materials. [2]

US. military o cials refused to admit their involvement in weather warfare, lying under oath during Congressional testimony:

Laird wasn’t the only o cial whose 1972 weather modi cation testimony was untruthful.
Benjamin Forman, a senior Department of Defense lawyer, reiterated Laird’s denial later that year: “We have not, as
Secretary Laird has previously said, ever engaged in weather modi cation activities in Northern Vietnam.”
At the same hearing, the Deputy Director of the US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency had similar di culties. Asked
by Senator Pell if rainmaking projects had been approved by Laos and Thailand, Philip Farley replied: “I don’t wish even
to admit, sir, that there were such projects.” 
(US Senate, Subcommittee on Oceans and International Environment; 26 July 1972; p. 34 and 45)
Originally “Top Secret”, this hearing transcript was made public on 19 May 1974.
This was the  rst detailed public explanation of 1960s and 70s US weather modi cation programs in Southeast Asia.[4]

Operation Ranch Hand, Operation Trail Dust, [3], [4], [5]

19 million gallons of the Rainbow Agents were sprayed in an attempt to clear the thick Vietnamese jungles

The herbicides were sprayed by the U.S. Air Force  ying C-123s using the call sign “Hades”. The planes were  tted with

specially developed spray tanks with a capacity of 1,000 U.S. gallons (4 m3) of herbicides. A plane sprayed a swath of land
that was 80 meters wide and 16 km (~10 miles) long in about 4½ minutes, at a rate of about 3 U.S. gallons per acre

(3 m3/km2). Sorties usually consisted of three to  ve airplanes  ying side by side. 95% of the herbicides and defoliants used
in the war were sprayed by the U.S. Air Force as part of Operation Ranch Hand. The remaining 5% were sprayed by the
U.S. Chemical Corps, other military branches, and the Republic of Vietnam using hand sprayers, spray
trucks, helicopters and boats, primarily around U.S. military installations [5]
Between 1961-1971 19,395,369 million gallons of herbicides were used in Vietnam which amounts to 5193 gallons daily.
During the same period, “the US sprayed enough herbicides to cover 30,305 square miles or 23.8% of the total area of
Vietnam with one spraying” (Arison, 1995) [6], [7]

US. weather warfare and defoliation e orts over Vietnam led to the creation of the Environmental Modi cation Convention (ENMOD) on October 5, 1978,
banning “widespread, long-lasting or severe” environmental modi cations. [8]

Bug Warfare

U.S. entomological warfare program
Operation Big Itch
September 1954 series of tests at Dugway Proving Ground in Utah to determine coverage patterns and survivability of the tropical rat  ea for use
in biological warfare as disease vector [9]
Operation Big Buzz
May 1955 in the U.S. State of Georgia, 330,000 uninfected mosquitoes were dropped from aircraft in E14 bombs and dispersed from the ground. [9]
Operation May Day
April to November 1956 test in Savannah, Georgia designed to reveal information about the dispersal of yellow fever mosquitoes in an urban area.
 The mosquitoes were released from ground level.  [9]
Operation Drop Kick
1956 test in Savannah, Georgia, where uninfected mosquitoes were released in a residential neighborhood and another 1956 test in Avon Park
Bombing Range, Florida, where 600,000 mosquitoes were released by plane. [10]
Also see Unethical human experimentation in the United States, U.S. Biological Warfare, and the deleted Operation-Sunshine.org page on Biological
Warfare

Radioactive Release

Zinc Cadmium Sul de
“one critic accused the Army of ‘literally using the country as an experimental laboratory'” [11]

Operation LAC (Large Area Coverage) 1957-1958
U.S. Army Chemical Corps operation which dispersed microscopic zinc cadmium sul de (ZnCdS) particles over much of the United States (from a C-119 Flying
Boxcar). The purpose was to determine the dispersion and geographic range of biological or chemical agents.  [12]
Operation Dew I and II 1951-1952
Consisted of  ve separate trials from March 26, 1952 until April 21, 1952 that were designed to test the feasibility of maintaining a large aerosol cloud released
o shore until it drifted over land, achieving a large area coverage. [13]
St. Louis, 1953
The Manhattan-Rochester Coalition, research on the health e ects of radioactive materials, and tests on vulnerable populations  without consent in St. Louis,
1945–1970, the US Army Chemical Corp sprayed cadmium sul de on a low-income neighborhood (and school), without telling anyone until 40 years later.
 During that silence, researchers studied the deceased bodies of radioactively contaminated American citizens. [14], [15], [16]

This piece analyzes a covert Manhattan Project spin-o  organization referred to here as the Manhattan-Rochester
Coalition, and an obscure aerosol study in St. Louis, Missouri, conducted under contract by the U.S. military from 1953–
1954, and 1963–1965. The military-sponsored studies targeted a segregated, high-density urban area, where low-income
persons of color predominantly resided. Examination of the Manhattan-Rochester Coalition and the St. Louis aerosol
studies, reveal their connections to each other, and to a much larger military project that secretly tested humans, both
alive and deceased, in an e ort to understand the e ects of weaponized radiation. Through this case study, the author
explores how a large number of participants inside an organization will willingly participate in organizational acts that are
harmful to others, and how large numbers of outsiders, who may or may not be victims of organizational activities, are
unable to determine illegal or harmful activity by an organization. The author explains how ethical and observational
lapses are engineered by the organization through several speci c mechanisms, in an e ort to disable critical analysis, and
prevent both internal and external dissent of harmful organizational actions. Through studying the process of complex
organizational deviance, we can develop public policies that protect the public’s right to know, and construct checks and
methods to minimize the chance of covert projects that are contrary to societal norms. [15]

There you have it, several examples of the US. military operating secret tests.  It makes one wonder, how long will it be before we  nd out what they are doing
RIGHT NOW?

“Those who don’t know history are doomed to repeat it.” ― Edmund
Burke
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Silver iodide ejectors mounted on the JATO rack, WC130 “B” model. Image credit Air Weather Reconnaissance Assoc.
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For decades, the U.S. Army examined whether infected mosquitoes could be used to kill our enemies–so

called “entomological warfare.” In these excerpts from a March 1981 Army report, you can marvel at how

much it would have cost to launch a yellow feverinfected mosquito attack on a city (with a handy “Cost per

Death” chart included!). Also, you won’t want to miss summaries of prior government trials like”Operation

Big Itch” and “Operation Big Buzz.” source: The Smoking Gun

source: Google Books – also see: Summary of Major Events and Problems, US. Army CC
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NSA and JNLWD are partnering with Virginia State Police and local police implanting people with biochips. Read “A Note on Uberveillance” by M. G.
and Katina Michael. it enables Uberveillance. “In its ultimate form, überveillance has to do with more than automatic identi cation technologies that
we carry with us. It has to do with under-the-skin technology that is embedded in the body, such as microchip implants; it is that which cuts into the
 esh – a charagma (mark). Think of it as Big Brother on the inside looking out.” Newport News Police and Virginia State Police had a doctor implant
me w/o my knowledge and consent with a biochip. A U. S. Attorney for the NSA/DOJ pretended to be my attorney. It enables torture and thought
monitoring. They use it as a sensor and pulse energy projectiles at you. I had a heart attack. It enables voice to skull communication. See LRAD white
papers or audio spotlight by Holosonics. Law enforcement believes we will only be safe if they know where we are at all times, what we are doing and
what we are thinking! See Safeguards in a World of Ambient Intelligence by Springer page 9. See Mental Health and Terrorism by Amin Gadit. He
states, “Of late, there are reports of a new and dreadful invention of weapons of violence that are called Bioelectromagnetic Weapons. According to
the description by an Institute of Science in Society, these weapons operate at the speed of light, can kill, torture and enslave without making
physical appearance. It further adds that voices and visions, daydreams and nightmares are the most astonishing manifestations of this weapon
system, it is also capable of crippling the human subject by limiting his/her normal range of movement, causing acute pain the equivalent of major
organ failure or even death and interferes with normal functions of human senses. It can cause di culty with breathing and induce seizures besides
damage to the tissues and organs. Through this form of terrorism, it is possible to persuade subjects that their mind is being read; their intellectual
property is being plundered and can even motivate suicide or murder. Pulsed Energy projectiles (PEPs) are another form of weaponry that is used to
paralyze a victim with pain. According to Peter Philips, a scientist from USA, circumstances may soon arrive in which anti-war or human right
protestors suddenly feel a burning sensation akin to touching a hot skillet over their entire body. Simultaneously they may hear terrifying
nauseating screaming, which while not produced externally,  lls their brains with overwhelming disruption. This new invention is dreadful addition to
the armamentarium of weapons of abuse and torture. Manifestations of the e ects of these occult weapons can mimic mental ill health and add
further to the misery of the victims.” See Bio Initiative Report 2012. See Forbes and search Brandon Raub. Law enforcement tases citizens into
“excited delirium” (see at nij org) to make them act in ways they normally would not. I believe they are directly responsible for the Virginia Tech
massacre. There are 3 reasons to have it implanted 1) mental health, 2) criminal record, and 3) infectious disease. If you don’t meet any of those
requirements like me, they’ll falsify your records. All the mass shootings are the work of law enforcement. They want to take away your right to bear
arms and make America a police state. People aren’t suddenly going crazy, they’re being tortured. I also believe the biochip to be responsible for
PTSD. Read Brian Castner’s book “A Long Walk”. I have the same ambiguous pains, twitches, heart attack, night mares, day mares, gurgling, etc. I
never served in the war. What do we have in common? The biochip. Suicide is one way to get relief. Virginia’s suicide rate is higher than the national
average and the military suicide rate is unacceptable! You can check your upper right buttock, upper right shoulder. They are just under the skin. I
have been in excruciating pain for six years due to corruption in Virginia.
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It may be hard for you to believe that your great nation is capable of conspiracy, but the facts do not lie. Below are well-documented
examples of declassi ed experiments and chemical releases by the US. military on an unwitting public.

Weather Warfare and Defoliation

Operation Popeye [1]

The US. Air Force sprayed silver and lead iodide into clouds above Vietnam to increase the normal monsoon rainfall, in secrecy from March 20, 1967 to  July 5, 1972.

The program was authorized three WC-130 and two RF-4C aircraft with associated crews and maintenance personnel.
 These aircraft provided two WC-130 and one RF-4C sorties per day, when required.  However, these aircraft, which
operated out of Thailand, were not dedicated exclusively to the cloud seeding missions.   The WC-130’s also conducted
tropical typhoon reconnaissance and tactical weather reconnaissance support missions.  RF-4C’s performed regular photo
reconnaissance missions.  The annual cost of the total program was approximately 3.6 million covering operation and
maintenance, temporary duty pay, and seeding materials. [2]

US. military o cials refused to admit their involvement in weather warfare, lying under oath during Congressional testimony:

Laird wasn’t the only o cial whose 1972 weather modi cation testimony was untruthful.
Benjamin Forman, a senior Department of Defense lawyer, reiterated Laird’s denial later that year: “We have not, as
Secretary Laird has previously said, ever engaged in weather modi cation activities in Northern Vietnam.”
At the same hearing, the Deputy Director of the US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency had similar di culties. Asked
by Senator Pell if rainmaking projects had been approved by Laos and Thailand, Philip Farley replied: “I don’t wish even
to admit, sir, that there were such projects.” 
(US Senate, Subcommittee on Oceans and International Environment; 26 July 1972; p. 34 and 45)
Originally “Top Secret”, this hearing transcript was made public on 19 May 1974.
This was the  rst detailed public explanation of 1960s and 70s US weather modi cation programs in Southeast Asia.[4]

Operation Ranch Hand, Operation Trail Dust, [3], [4], [5]

19 million gallons of the Rainbow Agents were sprayed in an attempt to clear the thick Vietnamese jungles

The herbicides were sprayed by the U.S. Air Force  ying C-123s using the call sign “Hades”. The planes were  tted with

specially developed spray tanks with a capacity of 1,000 U.S. gallons (4 m3) of herbicides. A plane sprayed a swath of land
that was 80 meters wide and 16 km (~10 miles) long in about 4½ minutes, at a rate of about 3 U.S. gallons per acre

(3 m3/km2). Sorties usually consisted of three to  ve airplanes  ying side by side. 95% of the herbicides and defoliants used
in the war were sprayed by the U.S. Air Force as part of Operation Ranch Hand. The remaining 5% were sprayed by the
U.S. Chemical Corps, other military branches, and the Republic of Vietnam using hand sprayers, spray
trucks, helicopters and boats, primarily around U.S. military installations [5]
Between 1961-1971 19,395,369 million gallons of herbicides were used in Vietnam which amounts to 5193 gallons daily.
During the same period, “the US sprayed enough herbicides to cover 30,305 square miles or 23.8% of the total area of
Vietnam with one spraying” (Arison, 1995) [6], [7]

US. weather warfare and defoliation e orts over Vietnam led to the creation of the Environmental Modi cation Convention (ENMOD) on October 5, 1978,
banning “widespread, long-lasting or severe” environmental modi cations. [8]

Bug Warfare

U.S. entomological warfare program
Operation Big Itch
September 1954 series of tests at Dugway Proving Ground in Utah to determine coverage patterns and survivability of the tropical rat  ea for use
in biological warfare as disease vector [9]
Operation Big Buzz
May 1955 in the U.S. State of Georgia, 330,000 uninfected mosquitoes were dropped from aircraft in E14 bombs and dispersed from the ground. [9]
Operation May Day
April to November 1956 test in Savannah, Georgia designed to reveal information about the dispersal of yellow fever mosquitoes in an urban area.
 The mosquitoes were released from ground level.  [9]
Operation Drop Kick
1956 test in Savannah, Georgia, where uninfected mosquitoes were released in a residential neighborhood and another 1956 test in Avon Park
Bombing Range, Florida, where 600,000 mosquitoes were released by plane. [10]
Also see Unethical human experimentation in the United States, U.S. Biological Warfare, and the deleted Operation-Sunshine.org page on Biological
Warfare

Radioactive Release

Zinc Cadmium Sul de
“one critic accused the Army of ‘literally using the country as an experimental laboratory'” [11]

Operation LAC (Large Area Coverage) 1957-1958
U.S. Army Chemical Corps operation which dispersed microscopic zinc cadmium sul de (ZnCdS) particles over much of the United States (from a C-119 Flying
Boxcar). The purpose was to determine the dispersion and geographic range of biological or chemical agents.  [12]
Operation Dew I and II 1951-1952
Consisted of  ve separate trials from March 26, 1952 until April 21, 1952 that were designed to test the feasibility of maintaining a large aerosol cloud released
o shore until it drifted over land, achieving a large area coverage. [13]
St. Louis, 1953
The Manhattan-Rochester Coalition, research on the health e ects of radioactive materials, and tests on vulnerable populations  without consent in St. Louis,
1945–1970, the US Army Chemical Corp sprayed cadmium sul de on a low-income neighborhood (and school), without telling anyone until 40 years later.
 During that silence, researchers studied the deceased bodies of radioactively contaminated American citizens. [14], [15], [16]

This piece analyzes a covert Manhattan Project spin-o  organization referred to here as the Manhattan-Rochester
Coalition, and an obscure aerosol study in St. Louis, Missouri, conducted under contract by the U.S. military from 1953–
1954, and 1963–1965. The military-sponsored studies targeted a segregated, high-density urban area, where low-income
persons of color predominantly resided. Examination of the Manhattan-Rochester Coalition and the St. Louis aerosol
studies, reveal their connections to each other, and to a much larger military project that secretly tested humans, both
alive and deceased, in an e ort to understand the e ects of weaponized radiation. Through this case study, the author
explores how a large number of participants inside an organization will willingly participate in organizational acts that are
harmful to others, and how large numbers of outsiders, who may or may not be victims of organizational activities, are
unable to determine illegal or harmful activity by an organization. The author explains how ethical and observational
lapses are engineered by the organization through several speci c mechanisms, in an e ort to disable critical analysis, and
prevent both internal and external dissent of harmful organizational actions. Through studying the process of complex
organizational deviance, we can develop public policies that protect the public’s right to know, and construct checks and
methods to minimize the chance of covert projects that are contrary to societal norms. [15]

There you have it, several examples of the US. military operating secret tests.  It makes one wonder, how long will it be before we  nd out what they are doing
RIGHT NOW?

“Those who don’t know history are doomed to repeat it.” ― Edmund
Burke
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Silver iodide ejectors mounted on the JATO rack, WC130 “B” model. Image credit Air Weather Reconnaissance Assoc.
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For decades, the U.S. Army examined whether infected mosquitoes could be used to kill our enemies–so

called “entomological warfare.” In these excerpts from a March 1981 Army report, you can marvel at how

much it would have cost to launch a yellow feverinfected mosquito attack on a city (with a handy “Cost per

Death” chart included!). Also, you won’t want to miss summaries of prior government trials like”Operation

Big Itch” and “Operation Big Buzz.” source: The Smoking Gun

source: Google Books – also see: Summary of Major Events and Problems, US. Army CC
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jsbmith
1 year ago

NSA and JNLWD are partnering with Virginia State Police and local police implanting people with biochips. Read “A Note on Uberveillance” by M. G.
and Katina Michael. it enables Uberveillance. “In its ultimate form, überveillance has to do with more than automatic identi cation technologies that
we carry with us. It has to do with under-the-skin technology that is embedded in the body, such as microchip implants; it is that which cuts into the
 esh – a charagma (mark). Think of it as Big Brother on the inside looking out.” Newport News Police and Virginia State Police had a doctor implant
me w/o my knowledge and consent with a biochip. A U. S. Attorney for the NSA/DOJ pretended to be my attorney. It enables torture and thought
monitoring. They use it as a sensor and pulse energy projectiles at you. I had a heart attack. It enables voice to skull communication. See LRAD white
papers or audio spotlight by Holosonics. Law enforcement believes we will only be safe if they know where we are at all times, what we are doing and
what we are thinking! See Safeguards in a World of Ambient Intelligence by Springer page 9. See Mental Health and Terrorism by Amin Gadit. He
states, “Of late, there are reports of a new and dreadful invention of weapons of violence that are called Bioelectromagnetic Weapons. According to
the description by an Institute of Science in Society, these weapons operate at the speed of light, can kill, torture and enslave without making
physical appearance. It further adds that voices and visions, daydreams and nightmares are the most astonishing manifestations of this weapon
system, it is also capable of crippling the human subject by limiting his/her normal range of movement, causing acute pain the equivalent of major
organ failure or even death and interferes with normal functions of human senses. It can cause di culty with breathing and induce seizures besides
damage to the tissues and organs. Through this form of terrorism, it is possible to persuade subjects that their mind is being read; their intellectual
property is being plundered and can even motivate suicide or murder. Pulsed Energy projectiles (PEPs) are another form of weaponry that is used to
paralyze a victim with pain. According to Peter Philips, a scientist from USA, circumstances may soon arrive in which anti-war or human right
protestors suddenly feel a burning sensation akin to touching a hot skillet over their entire body. Simultaneously they may hear terrifying
nauseating screaming, which while not produced externally,  lls their brains with overwhelming disruption. This new invention is dreadful addition to
the armamentarium of weapons of abuse and torture. Manifestations of the e ects of these occult weapons can mimic mental ill health and add
further to the misery of the victims.” See Bio Initiative Report 2012. See Forbes and search Brandon Raub. Law enforcement tases citizens into
“excited delirium” (see at nij org) to make them act in ways they normally would not. I believe they are directly responsible for the Virginia Tech
massacre. There are 3 reasons to have it implanted 1) mental health, 2) criminal record, and 3) infectious disease. If you don’t meet any of those
requirements like me, they’ll falsify your records. All the mass shootings are the work of law enforcement. They want to take away your right to bear
arms and make America a police state. People aren’t suddenly going crazy, they’re being tortured. I also believe the biochip to be responsible for
PTSD. Read Brian Castner’s book “A Long Walk”. I have the same ambiguous pains, twitches, heart attack, night mares, day mares, gurgling, etc. I
never served in the war. What do we have in common? The biochip. Suicide is one way to get relief. Virginia’s suicide rate is higher than the national
average and the military suicide rate is unacceptable! You can check your upper right buttock, upper right shoulder. They are just under the skin. I
have been in excruciating pain for six years due to corruption in Virginia.
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http://jhaines6.wordpress.com/2014/02/04/neil-keenan-update-the-cabal-is-in-check-checkmate-coming/
Stop at 6 minutes and then 20 minutes in for info on chemtrails
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It may be hard for you to believe that your great nation is capable of conspiracy, but the facts do not lie. Below are well-documented
examples of declassi ed experiments and chemical releases by the US. military on an unwitting public.

Weather Warfare and Defoliation

Operation Popeye [1]

The US. Air Force sprayed silver and lead iodide into clouds above Vietnam to increase the normal monsoon rainfall, in secrecy from March 20, 1967 to  July 5, 1972.

The program was authorized three WC-130 and two RF-4C aircraft with associated crews and maintenance personnel.
 These aircraft provided two WC-130 and one RF-4C sorties per day, when required.  However, these aircraft, which
operated out of Thailand, were not dedicated exclusively to the cloud seeding missions.   The WC-130’s also conducted
tropical typhoon reconnaissance and tactical weather reconnaissance support missions.  RF-4C’s performed regular photo
reconnaissance missions.  The annual cost of the total program was approximately 3.6 million covering operation and
maintenance, temporary duty pay, and seeding materials. [2]

US. military o cials refused to admit their involvement in weather warfare, lying under oath during Congressional testimony:

Laird wasn’t the only o cial whose 1972 weather modi cation testimony was untruthful.
Benjamin Forman, a senior Department of Defense lawyer, reiterated Laird’s denial later that year: “We have not, as
Secretary Laird has previously said, ever engaged in weather modi cation activities in Northern Vietnam.”
At the same hearing, the Deputy Director of the US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency had similar di culties. Asked
by Senator Pell if rainmaking projects had been approved by Laos and Thailand, Philip Farley replied: “I don’t wish even
to admit, sir, that there were such projects.” 
(US Senate, Subcommittee on Oceans and International Environment; 26 July 1972; p. 34 and 45)
Originally “Top Secret”, this hearing transcript was made public on 19 May 1974.
This was the  rst detailed public explanation of 1960s and 70s US weather modi cation programs in Southeast Asia.[4]

Operation Ranch Hand, Operation Trail Dust, [3], [4], [5]

19 million gallons of the Rainbow Agents were sprayed in an attempt to clear the thick Vietnamese jungles

The herbicides were sprayed by the U.S. Air Force  ying C-123s using the call sign “Hades”. The planes were  tted with

specially developed spray tanks with a capacity of 1,000 U.S. gallons (4 m3) of herbicides. A plane sprayed a swath of land
that was 80 meters wide and 16 km (~10 miles) long in about 4½ minutes, at a rate of about 3 U.S. gallons per acre

(3 m3/km2). Sorties usually consisted of three to  ve airplanes  ying side by side. 95% of the herbicides and defoliants used
in the war were sprayed by the U.S. Air Force as part of Operation Ranch Hand. The remaining 5% were sprayed by the
U.S. Chemical Corps, other military branches, and the Republic of Vietnam using hand sprayers, spray
trucks, helicopters and boats, primarily around U.S. military installations [5]
Between 1961-1971 19,395,369 million gallons of herbicides were used in Vietnam which amounts to 5193 gallons daily.
During the same period, “the US sprayed enough herbicides to cover 30,305 square miles or 23.8% of the total area of
Vietnam with one spraying” (Arison, 1995) [6], [7]

US. weather warfare and defoliation e orts over Vietnam led to the creation of the Environmental Modi cation Convention (ENMOD) on October 5, 1978,
banning “widespread, long-lasting or severe” environmental modi cations. [8]

Bug Warfare

U.S. entomological warfare program
Operation Big Itch
September 1954 series of tests at Dugway Proving Ground in Utah to determine coverage patterns and survivability of the tropical rat  ea for use
in biological warfare as disease vector [9]
Operation Big Buzz
May 1955 in the U.S. State of Georgia, 330,000 uninfected mosquitoes were dropped from aircraft in E14 bombs and dispersed from the ground. [9]
Operation May Day
April to November 1956 test in Savannah, Georgia designed to reveal information about the dispersal of yellow fever mosquitoes in an urban area.
 The mosquitoes were released from ground level.  [9]
Operation Drop Kick
1956 test in Savannah, Georgia, where uninfected mosquitoes were released in a residential neighborhood and another 1956 test in Avon Park
Bombing Range, Florida, where 600,000 mosquitoes were released by plane. [10]
Also see Unethical human experimentation in the United States, U.S. Biological Warfare, and the deleted Operation-Sunshine.org page on Biological
Warfare

Radioactive Release

Zinc Cadmium Sul de
“one critic accused the Army of ‘literally using the country as an experimental laboratory'” [11]

Operation LAC (Large Area Coverage) 1957-1958
U.S. Army Chemical Corps operation which dispersed microscopic zinc cadmium sul de (ZnCdS) particles over much of the United States (from a C-119 Flying
Boxcar). The purpose was to determine the dispersion and geographic range of biological or chemical agents.  [12]
Operation Dew I and II 1951-1952
Consisted of  ve separate trials from March 26, 1952 until April 21, 1952 that were designed to test the feasibility of maintaining a large aerosol cloud released
o shore until it drifted over land, achieving a large area coverage. [13]
St. Louis, 1953
The Manhattan-Rochester Coalition, research on the health e ects of radioactive materials, and tests on vulnerable populations  without consent in St. Louis,
1945–1970, the US Army Chemical Corp sprayed cadmium sul de on a low-income neighborhood (and school), without telling anyone until 40 years later.
 During that silence, researchers studied the deceased bodies of radioactively contaminated American citizens. [14], [15], [16]

This piece analyzes a covert Manhattan Project spin-o  organization referred to here as the Manhattan-Rochester
Coalition, and an obscure aerosol study in St. Louis, Missouri, conducted under contract by the U.S. military from 1953–
1954, and 1963–1965. The military-sponsored studies targeted a segregated, high-density urban area, where low-income
persons of color predominantly resided. Examination of the Manhattan-Rochester Coalition and the St. Louis aerosol
studies, reveal their connections to each other, and to a much larger military project that secretly tested humans, both
alive and deceased, in an e ort to understand the e ects of weaponized radiation. Through this case study, the author
explores how a large number of participants inside an organization will willingly participate in organizational acts that are
harmful to others, and how large numbers of outsiders, who may or may not be victims of organizational activities, are
unable to determine illegal or harmful activity by an organization. The author explains how ethical and observational
lapses are engineered by the organization through several speci c mechanisms, in an e ort to disable critical analysis, and
prevent both internal and external dissent of harmful organizational actions. Through studying the process of complex
organizational deviance, we can develop public policies that protect the public’s right to know, and construct checks and
methods to minimize the chance of covert projects that are contrary to societal norms. [15]

There you have it, several examples of the US. military operating secret tests.  It makes one wonder, how long will it be before we  nd out what they are doing
RIGHT NOW?

“Those who don’t know history are doomed to repeat it.” ― Edmund
Burke
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This article is part of the series: HAARP and the Sky Heaters Also see our Space-Weather Modi cation Timeline HAARP,...

Dead sea lions washing on shore in California appear to have died from radiation poisoning.
Bill Knarr, June 29, 2014September 30, 2014, Nuclear, Science, Uncategorized, 2 �

Posted on April 13, 2014 by Bill Knarr in Dick Clippings, Monday, April 15, 2013 by: PF LouisTags: sea lions, radiation, California Learn
more: http://www.naturalnews.com/039924_sea_lions_radiation_California.html#ixzz365h6VGch (NaturalNews) Dead sea...
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NSA and JNLWD are partnering with Virginia State Police and local police implanting people with biochips. Read “A Note on Uberveillance” by M. G.
and Katina Michael. it enables Uberveillance. “In its ultimate form, überveillance has to do with more than automatic identi cation technologies that
we carry with us. It has to do with under-the-skin technology that is embedded in the body, such as microchip implants; it is that which cuts into the
 esh – a charagma (mark). Think of it as Big Brother on the inside looking out.” Newport News Police and Virginia State Police had a doctor implant
me w/o my knowledge and consent with a biochip. A U. S. Attorney for the NSA/DOJ pretended to be my attorney. It enables torture and thought
monitoring. They use it as a sensor and pulse energy projectiles at you. I had a heart attack. It enables voice to skull communication. See LRAD white
papers or audio spotlight by Holosonics. Law enforcement believes we will only be safe if they know where we are at all times, what we are doing and
what we are thinking! See Safeguards in a World of Ambient Intelligence by Springer page 9. See Mental Health and Terrorism by Amin Gadit. He
states, “Of late, there are reports of a new and dreadful invention of weapons of violence that are called Bioelectromagnetic Weapons. According to
the description by an Institute of Science in Society, these weapons operate at the speed of light, can kill, torture and enslave without making
physical appearance. It further adds that voices and visions, daydreams and nightmares are the most astonishing manifestations of this weapon
system, it is also capable of crippling the human subject by limiting his/her normal range of movement, causing acute pain the equivalent of major
organ failure or even death and interferes with normal functions of human senses. It can cause di culty with breathing and induce seizures besides
damage to the tissues and organs. Through this form of terrorism, it is possible to persuade subjects that their mind is being read; their intellectual
property is being plundered and can even motivate suicide or murder. Pulsed Energy projectiles (PEPs) are another form of weaponry that is used to
paralyze a victim with pain. According to Peter Philips, a scientist from USA, circumstances may soon arrive in which anti-war or human right
protestors suddenly feel a burning sensation akin to touching a hot skillet over their entire body. Simultaneously they may hear terrifying
nauseating screaming, which while not produced externally,  lls their brains with overwhelming disruption. This new invention is dreadful addition to
the armamentarium of weapons of abuse and torture. Manifestations of the e ects of these occult weapons can mimic mental ill health and add
further to the misery of the victims.” See Bio Initiative Report 2012. See Forbes and search Brandon Raub. Law enforcement tases citizens into
“excited delirium” (see at nij org) to make them act in ways they normally would not. I believe they are directly responsible for the Virginia Tech
massacre. There are 3 reasons to have it implanted 1) mental health, 2) criminal record, and 3) infectious disease. If you don’t meet any of those
requirements like me, they’ll falsify your records. All the mass shootings are the work of law enforcement. They want to take away your right to bear
arms and make America a police state. People aren’t suddenly going crazy, they’re being tortured. I also believe the biochip to be responsible for
PTSD. Read Brian Castner’s book “A Long Walk”. I have the same ambiguous pains, twitches, heart attack, night mares, day mares, gurgling, etc. I
never served in the war. What do we have in common? The biochip. Suicide is one way to get relief. Virginia’s suicide rate is higher than the national
average and the military suicide rate is unacceptable! You can check your upper right buttock, upper right shoulder. They are just under the skin. I
have been in excruciating pain for six years due to corruption in Virginia.
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It may be hard for you to believe that your great nation is capable of conspiracy, but the facts do not lie. Below are well-documented
examples of declassi ed experiments and chemical releases by the US. military on an unwitting public.

Weather Warfare and Defoliation

Operation Popeye [1]

The US. Air Force sprayed silver and lead iodide into clouds above Vietnam to increase the normal monsoon rainfall, in secrecy from March 20, 1967 to  July 5, 1972.

The program was authorized three WC-130 and two RF-4C aircraft with associated crews and maintenance personnel.
 These aircraft provided two WC-130 and one RF-4C sorties per day, when required.  However, these aircraft, which
operated out of Thailand, were not dedicated exclusively to the cloud seeding missions.   The WC-130’s also conducted
tropical typhoon reconnaissance and tactical weather reconnaissance support missions.  RF-4C’s performed regular photo
reconnaissance missions.  The annual cost of the total program was approximately 3.6 million covering operation and
maintenance, temporary duty pay, and seeding materials. [2]

US. military o cials refused to admit their involvement in weather warfare, lying under oath during Congressional testimony:

Laird wasn’t the only o cial whose 1972 weather modi cation testimony was untruthful.
Benjamin Forman, a senior Department of Defense lawyer, reiterated Laird’s denial later that year: “We have not, as
Secretary Laird has previously said, ever engaged in weather modi cation activities in Northern Vietnam.”
At the same hearing, the Deputy Director of the US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency had similar di culties. Asked
by Senator Pell if rainmaking projects had been approved by Laos and Thailand, Philip Farley replied: “I don’t wish even
to admit, sir, that there were such projects.” 
(US Senate, Subcommittee on Oceans and International Environment; 26 July 1972; p. 34 and 45)
Originally “Top Secret”, this hearing transcript was made public on 19 May 1974.
This was the  rst detailed public explanation of 1960s and 70s US weather modi cation programs in Southeast Asia.[4]

Operation Ranch Hand, Operation Trail Dust, [3], [4], [5]

19 million gallons of the Rainbow Agents were sprayed in an attempt to clear the thick Vietnamese jungles

The herbicides were sprayed by the U.S. Air Force  ying C-123s using the call sign “Hades”. The planes were  tted with

specially developed spray tanks with a capacity of 1,000 U.S. gallons (4 m3) of herbicides. A plane sprayed a swath of land
that was 80 meters wide and 16 km (~10 miles) long in about 4½ minutes, at a rate of about 3 U.S. gallons per acre

(3 m3/km2). Sorties usually consisted of three to  ve airplanes  ying side by side. 95% of the herbicides and defoliants used
in the war were sprayed by the U.S. Air Force as part of Operation Ranch Hand. The remaining 5% were sprayed by the
U.S. Chemical Corps, other military branches, and the Republic of Vietnam using hand sprayers, spray
trucks, helicopters and boats, primarily around U.S. military installations [5]
Between 1961-1971 19,395,369 million gallons of herbicides were used in Vietnam which amounts to 5193 gallons daily.
During the same period, “the US sprayed enough herbicides to cover 30,305 square miles or 23.8% of the total area of
Vietnam with one spraying” (Arison, 1995) [6], [7]

US. weather warfare and defoliation e orts over Vietnam led to the creation of the Environmental Modi cation Convention (ENMOD) on October 5, 1978,
banning “widespread, long-lasting or severe” environmental modi cations. [8]

Bug Warfare

U.S. entomological warfare program
Operation Big Itch
September 1954 series of tests at Dugway Proving Ground in Utah to determine coverage patterns and survivability of the tropical rat  ea for use
in biological warfare as disease vector [9]
Operation Big Buzz
May 1955 in the U.S. State of Georgia, 330,000 uninfected mosquitoes were dropped from aircraft in E14 bombs and dispersed from the ground. [9]
Operation May Day
April to November 1956 test in Savannah, Georgia designed to reveal information about the dispersal of yellow fever mosquitoes in an urban area.
 The mosquitoes were released from ground level.  [9]
Operation Drop Kick
1956 test in Savannah, Georgia, where uninfected mosquitoes were released in a residential neighborhood and another 1956 test in Avon Park
Bombing Range, Florida, where 600,000 mosquitoes were released by plane. [10]
Also see Unethical human experimentation in the United States, U.S. Biological Warfare, and the deleted Operation-Sunshine.org page on Biological
Warfare

Radioactive Release

Zinc Cadmium Sul de
“one critic accused the Army of ‘literally using the country as an experimental laboratory'” [11]

Operation LAC (Large Area Coverage) 1957-1958
U.S. Army Chemical Corps operation which dispersed microscopic zinc cadmium sul de (ZnCdS) particles over much of the United States (from a C-119 Flying
Boxcar). The purpose was to determine the dispersion and geographic range of biological or chemical agents.  [12]
Operation Dew I and II 1951-1952
Consisted of  ve separate trials from March 26, 1952 until April 21, 1952 that were designed to test the feasibility of maintaining a large aerosol cloud released
o shore until it drifted over land, achieving a large area coverage. [13]
St. Louis, 1953
The Manhattan-Rochester Coalition, research on the health e ects of radioactive materials, and tests on vulnerable populations  without consent in St. Louis,
1945–1970, the US Army Chemical Corp sprayed cadmium sul de on a low-income neighborhood (and school), without telling anyone until 40 years later.
 During that silence, researchers studied the deceased bodies of radioactively contaminated American citizens. [14], [15], [16]

This piece analyzes a covert Manhattan Project spin-o  organization referred to here as the Manhattan-Rochester
Coalition, and an obscure aerosol study in St. Louis, Missouri, conducted under contract by the U.S. military from 1953–
1954, and 1963–1965. The military-sponsored studies targeted a segregated, high-density urban area, where low-income
persons of color predominantly resided. Examination of the Manhattan-Rochester Coalition and the St. Louis aerosol
studies, reveal their connections to each other, and to a much larger military project that secretly tested humans, both
alive and deceased, in an e ort to understand the e ects of weaponized radiation. Through this case study, the author
explores how a large number of participants inside an organization will willingly participate in organizational acts that are
harmful to others, and how large numbers of outsiders, who may or may not be victims of organizational activities, are
unable to determine illegal or harmful activity by an organization. The author explains how ethical and observational
lapses are engineered by the organization through several speci c mechanisms, in an e ort to disable critical analysis, and
prevent both internal and external dissent of harmful organizational actions. Through studying the process of complex
organizational deviance, we can develop public policies that protect the public’s right to know, and construct checks and
methods to minimize the chance of covert projects that are contrary to societal norms. [15]

There you have it, several examples of the US. military operating secret tests.  It makes one wonder, how long will it be before we  nd out what they are doing
RIGHT NOW?

“Those who don’t know history are doomed to repeat it.” ― Edmund
Burke
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Silver iodide ejectors mounted on the JATO rack, WC130 “B” model. Image credit Air Weather Reconnaissance Assoc.
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For decades, the U.S. Army examined whether infected mosquitoes could be used to kill our enemies–so

called “entomological warfare.” In these excerpts from a March 1981 Army report, you can marvel at how

much it would have cost to launch a yellow feverinfected mosquito attack on a city (with a handy “Cost per

Death” chart included!). Also, you won’t want to miss summaries of prior government trials like”Operation

Big Itch” and “Operation Big Buzz.” source: The Smoking Gun

source: Google Books – also see: Summary of Major Events and Problems, US. Army CC
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Hearing Voices The Hidden History of the CIA’s Electromagnetic Mind-Control Experiments
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Hearing Voices The Hidden History of the CIA’s Electromagnetic Mind-Control Experiments Global Alert by Alex Constantine   1995   Controlling human
behavior...
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This article is part of the series: HAARP and the Sky Heaters Also see our Space-Weather Modi cation Timeline In...
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April 4, 2014 / Clark Kent by Julie Is NBC predicting RFID implanted in Americans in 2017 or are they...
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The Silver Lining Project is a not-for-pro t international scienti c research collaboration to study the e ects of particles (aerosols) on...
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Posted on March 17, 2014 by Bill Knarr in Dick Clippings, After reading this story, and the related stories, this has me wondering and...
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This article is part of the series: HAARP and the Sky Heaters Also see our Space-Weather Modi cation Timeline HAARP,...
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NSA and JNLWD are partnering with Virginia State Police and local police implanting people with biochips. Read “A Note on Uberveillance” by M. G.
and Katina Michael. it enables Uberveillance. “In its ultimate form, überveillance has to do with more than automatic identi cation technologies that
we carry with us. It has to do with under-the-skin technology that is embedded in the body, such as microchip implants; it is that which cuts into the
 esh – a charagma (mark). Think of it as Big Brother on the inside looking out.” Newport News Police and Virginia State Police had a doctor implant
me w/o my knowledge and consent with a biochip. A U. S. Attorney for the NSA/DOJ pretended to be my attorney. It enables torture and thought
monitoring. They use it as a sensor and pulse energy projectiles at you. I had a heart attack. It enables voice to skull communication. See LRAD white
papers or audio spotlight by Holosonics. Law enforcement believes we will only be safe if they know where we are at all times, what we are doing and
what we are thinking! See Safeguards in a World of Ambient Intelligence by Springer page 9. See Mental Health and Terrorism by Amin Gadit. He
states, “Of late, there are reports of a new and dreadful invention of weapons of violence that are called Bioelectromagnetic Weapons. According to
the description by an Institute of Science in Society, these weapons operate at the speed of light, can kill, torture and enslave without making
physical appearance. It further adds that voices and visions, daydreams and nightmares are the most astonishing manifestations of this weapon
system, it is also capable of crippling the human subject by limiting his/her normal range of movement, causing acute pain the equivalent of major
organ failure or even death and interferes with normal functions of human senses. It can cause di culty with breathing and induce seizures besides
damage to the tissues and organs. Through this form of terrorism, it is possible to persuade subjects that their mind is being read; their intellectual
property is being plundered and can even motivate suicide or murder. Pulsed Energy projectiles (PEPs) are another form of weaponry that is used to
paralyze a victim with pain. According to Peter Philips, a scientist from USA, circumstances may soon arrive in which anti-war or human right
protestors suddenly feel a burning sensation akin to touching a hot skillet over their entire body. Simultaneously they may hear terrifying
nauseating screaming, which while not produced externally,  lls their brains with overwhelming disruption. This new invention is dreadful addition to
the armamentarium of weapons of abuse and torture. Manifestations of the e ects of these occult weapons can mimic mental ill health and add
further to the misery of the victims.” See Bio Initiative Report 2012. See Forbes and search Brandon Raub. Law enforcement tases citizens into
“excited delirium” (see at nij org) to make them act in ways they normally would not. I believe they are directly responsible for the Virginia Tech
massacre. There are 3 reasons to have it implanted 1) mental health, 2) criminal record, and 3) infectious disease. If you don’t meet any of those
requirements like me, they’ll falsify your records. All the mass shootings are the work of law enforcement. They want to take away your right to bear
arms and make America a police state. People aren’t suddenly going crazy, they’re being tortured. I also believe the biochip to be responsible for
PTSD. Read Brian Castner’s book “A Long Walk”. I have the same ambiguous pains, twitches, heart attack, night mares, day mares, gurgling, etc. I
never served in the war. What do we have in common? The biochip. Suicide is one way to get relief. Virginia’s suicide rate is higher than the national
average and the military suicide rate is unacceptable! You can check your upper right buttock, upper right shoulder. They are just under the skin. I
have been in excruciating pain for six years due to corruption in Virginia.
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It may be hard for you to believe that your great nation is capable of conspiracy, but the facts do not lie. Below are well-documented
examples of declassi ed experiments and chemical releases by the US. military on an unwitting public.

Weather Warfare and Defoliation

Operation Popeye [1]

The US. Air Force sprayed silver and lead iodide into clouds above Vietnam to increase the normal monsoon rainfall, in secrecy from March 20, 1967 to  July 5, 1972.

The program was authorized three WC-130 and two RF-4C aircraft with associated crews and maintenance personnel.
 These aircraft provided two WC-130 and one RF-4C sorties per day, when required.  However, these aircraft, which
operated out of Thailand, were not dedicated exclusively to the cloud seeding missions.   The WC-130’s also conducted
tropical typhoon reconnaissance and tactical weather reconnaissance support missions.  RF-4C’s performed regular photo
reconnaissance missions.  The annual cost of the total program was approximately 3.6 million covering operation and
maintenance, temporary duty pay, and seeding materials. [2]

US. military o cials refused to admit their involvement in weather warfare, lying under oath during Congressional testimony:

Laird wasn’t the only o cial whose 1972 weather modi cation testimony was untruthful.
Benjamin Forman, a senior Department of Defense lawyer, reiterated Laird’s denial later that year: “We have not, as
Secretary Laird has previously said, ever engaged in weather modi cation activities in Northern Vietnam.”
At the same hearing, the Deputy Director of the US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency had similar di culties. Asked
by Senator Pell if rainmaking projects had been approved by Laos and Thailand, Philip Farley replied: “I don’t wish even
to admit, sir, that there were such projects.” 
(US Senate, Subcommittee on Oceans and International Environment; 26 July 1972; p. 34 and 45)
Originally “Top Secret”, this hearing transcript was made public on 19 May 1974.
This was the  rst detailed public explanation of 1960s and 70s US weather modi cation programs in Southeast Asia.[4]

Operation Ranch Hand, Operation Trail Dust, [3], [4], [5]

19 million gallons of the Rainbow Agents were sprayed in an attempt to clear the thick Vietnamese jungles

The herbicides were sprayed by the U.S. Air Force  ying C-123s using the call sign “Hades”. The planes were  tted with

specially developed spray tanks with a capacity of 1,000 U.S. gallons (4 m3) of herbicides. A plane sprayed a swath of land
that was 80 meters wide and 16 km (~10 miles) long in about 4½ minutes, at a rate of about 3 U.S. gallons per acre

(3 m3/km2). Sorties usually consisted of three to  ve airplanes  ying side by side. 95% of the herbicides and defoliants used
in the war were sprayed by the U.S. Air Force as part of Operation Ranch Hand. The remaining 5% were sprayed by the
U.S. Chemical Corps, other military branches, and the Republic of Vietnam using hand sprayers, spray
trucks, helicopters and boats, primarily around U.S. military installations [5]
Between 1961-1971 19,395,369 million gallons of herbicides were used in Vietnam which amounts to 5193 gallons daily.
During the same period, “the US sprayed enough herbicides to cover 30,305 square miles or 23.8% of the total area of
Vietnam with one spraying” (Arison, 1995) [6], [7]

US. weather warfare and defoliation e orts over Vietnam led to the creation of the Environmental Modi cation Convention (ENMOD) on October 5, 1978,
banning “widespread, long-lasting or severe” environmental modi cations. [8]

Bug Warfare

U.S. entomological warfare program
Operation Big Itch
September 1954 series of tests at Dugway Proving Ground in Utah to determine coverage patterns and survivability of the tropical rat  ea for use
in biological warfare as disease vector [9]
Operation Big Buzz
May 1955 in the U.S. State of Georgia, 330,000 uninfected mosquitoes were dropped from aircraft in E14 bombs and dispersed from the ground. [9]
Operation May Day
April to November 1956 test in Savannah, Georgia designed to reveal information about the dispersal of yellow fever mosquitoes in an urban area.
 The mosquitoes were released from ground level.  [9]
Operation Drop Kick
1956 test in Savannah, Georgia, where uninfected mosquitoes were released in a residential neighborhood and another 1956 test in Avon Park
Bombing Range, Florida, where 600,000 mosquitoes were released by plane. [10]
Also see Unethical human experimentation in the United States, U.S. Biological Warfare, and the deleted Operation-Sunshine.org page on Biological
Warfare

Radioactive Release

Zinc Cadmium Sul de
“one critic accused the Army of ‘literally using the country as an experimental laboratory'” [11]

Operation LAC (Large Area Coverage) 1957-1958
U.S. Army Chemical Corps operation which dispersed microscopic zinc cadmium sul de (ZnCdS) particles over much of the United States (from a C-119 Flying
Boxcar). The purpose was to determine the dispersion and geographic range of biological or chemical agents.  [12]
Operation Dew I and II 1951-1952
Consisted of  ve separate trials from March 26, 1952 until April 21, 1952 that were designed to test the feasibility of maintaining a large aerosol cloud released
o shore until it drifted over land, achieving a large area coverage. [13]
St. Louis, 1953
The Manhattan-Rochester Coalition, research on the health e ects of radioactive materials, and tests on vulnerable populations  without consent in St. Louis,
1945–1970, the US Army Chemical Corp sprayed cadmium sul de on a low-income neighborhood (and school), without telling anyone until 40 years later.
 During that silence, researchers studied the deceased bodies of radioactively contaminated American citizens. [14], [15], [16]

This piece analyzes a covert Manhattan Project spin-o  organization referred to here as the Manhattan-Rochester
Coalition, and an obscure aerosol study in St. Louis, Missouri, conducted under contract by the U.S. military from 1953–
1954, and 1963–1965. The military-sponsored studies targeted a segregated, high-density urban area, where low-income
persons of color predominantly resided. Examination of the Manhattan-Rochester Coalition and the St. Louis aerosol
studies, reveal their connections to each other, and to a much larger military project that secretly tested humans, both
alive and deceased, in an e ort to understand the e ects of weaponized radiation. Through this case study, the author
explores how a large number of participants inside an organization will willingly participate in organizational acts that are
harmful to others, and how large numbers of outsiders, who may or may not be victims of organizational activities, are
unable to determine illegal or harmful activity by an organization. The author explains how ethical and observational
lapses are engineered by the organization through several speci c mechanisms, in an e ort to disable critical analysis, and
prevent both internal and external dissent of harmful organizational actions. Through studying the process of complex
organizational deviance, we can develop public policies that protect the public’s right to know, and construct checks and
methods to minimize the chance of covert projects that are contrary to societal norms. [15]

There you have it, several examples of the US. military operating secret tests.  It makes one wonder, how long will it be before we  nd out what they are doing
RIGHT NOW?

“Those who don’t know history are doomed to repeat it.” ― Edmund
Burke
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Silver iodide ejectors mounted on the JATO rack, WC130 “B” model. Image credit Air Weather Reconnaissance Assoc.
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For decades, the U.S. Army examined whether infected mosquitoes could be used to kill our enemies–so

called “entomological warfare.” In these excerpts from a March 1981 Army report, you can marvel at how

much it would have cost to launch a yellow feverinfected mosquito attack on a city (with a handy “Cost per

Death” chart included!). Also, you won’t want to miss summaries of prior government trials like”Operation

Big Itch” and “Operation Big Buzz.” source: The Smoking Gun

source: Google Books – also see: Summary of Major Events and Problems, US. Army CC
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Hearing Voices The Hidden History of the CIA’s Electromagnetic Mind-Control Experiments Global Alert by Alex Constantine   1995   Controlling human
behavior...
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This article is part of the series: HAARP and the Sky Heaters Also see our Space-Weather Modi cation Timeline In...
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April 4, 2014 / Clark Kent by Julie Is NBC predicting RFID implanted in Americans in 2017 or are they...
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The Silver Lining Project is a not-for-pro t international scienti c research collaboration to study the e ects of particles (aerosols) on...
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This article is part of the series: HAARP and the Sky Heaters Also see our Space-Weather Modi cation Timeline HAARP,...
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NSA and JNLWD are partnering with Virginia State Police and local police implanting people with biochips. Read “A Note on Uberveillance” by M. G.
and Katina Michael. it enables Uberveillance. “In its ultimate form, überveillance has to do with more than automatic identi cation technologies that
we carry with us. It has to do with under-the-skin technology that is embedded in the body, such as microchip implants; it is that which cuts into the
 esh – a charagma (mark). Think of it as Big Brother on the inside looking out.” Newport News Police and Virginia State Police had a doctor implant
me w/o my knowledge and consent with a biochip. A U. S. Attorney for the NSA/DOJ pretended to be my attorney. It enables torture and thought
monitoring. They use it as a sensor and pulse energy projectiles at you. I had a heart attack. It enables voice to skull communication. See LRAD white
papers or audio spotlight by Holosonics. Law enforcement believes we will only be safe if they know where we are at all times, what we are doing and
what we are thinking! See Safeguards in a World of Ambient Intelligence by Springer page 9. See Mental Health and Terrorism by Amin Gadit. He
states, “Of late, there are reports of a new and dreadful invention of weapons of violence that are called Bioelectromagnetic Weapons. According to
the description by an Institute of Science in Society, these weapons operate at the speed of light, can kill, torture and enslave without making
physical appearance. It further adds that voices and visions, daydreams and nightmares are the most astonishing manifestations of this weapon
system, it is also capable of crippling the human subject by limiting his/her normal range of movement, causing acute pain the equivalent of major
organ failure or even death and interferes with normal functions of human senses. It can cause di culty with breathing and induce seizures besides
damage to the tissues and organs. Through this form of terrorism, it is possible to persuade subjects that their mind is being read; their intellectual
property is being plundered and can even motivate suicide or murder. Pulsed Energy projectiles (PEPs) are another form of weaponry that is used to
paralyze a victim with pain. According to Peter Philips, a scientist from USA, circumstances may soon arrive in which anti-war or human right
protestors suddenly feel a burning sensation akin to touching a hot skillet over their entire body. Simultaneously they may hear terrifying
nauseating screaming, which while not produced externally,  lls their brains with overwhelming disruption. This new invention is dreadful addition to
the armamentarium of weapons of abuse and torture. Manifestations of the e ects of these occult weapons can mimic mental ill health and add
further to the misery of the victims.” See Bio Initiative Report 2012. See Forbes and search Brandon Raub. Law enforcement tases citizens into
“excited delirium” (see at nij org) to make them act in ways they normally would not. I believe they are directly responsible for the Virginia Tech
massacre. There are 3 reasons to have it implanted 1) mental health, 2) criminal record, and 3) infectious disease. If you don’t meet any of those
requirements like me, they’ll falsify your records. All the mass shootings are the work of law enforcement. They want to take away your right to bear
arms and make America a police state. People aren’t suddenly going crazy, they’re being tortured. I also believe the biochip to be responsible for
PTSD. Read Brian Castner’s book “A Long Walk”. I have the same ambiguous pains, twitches, heart attack, night mares, day mares, gurgling, etc. I
never served in the war. What do we have in common? The biochip. Suicide is one way to get relief. Virginia’s suicide rate is higher than the national
average and the military suicide rate is unacceptable! You can check your upper right buttock, upper right shoulder. They are just under the skin. I
have been in excruciating pain for six years due to corruption in Virginia.
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It may be hard for you to believe that your great nation is capable of conspiracy, but the facts do not lie. Below are well-documented
examples of declassi ed experiments and chemical releases by the US. military on an unwitting public.

Weather Warfare and Defoliation

Operation Popeye [1]

The US. Air Force sprayed silver and lead iodide into clouds above Vietnam to increase the normal monsoon rainfall, in secrecy from March 20, 1967 to  July 5, 1972.

The program was authorized three WC-130 and two RF-4C aircraft with associated crews and maintenance personnel.
 These aircraft provided two WC-130 and one RF-4C sorties per day, when required.  However, these aircraft, which
operated out of Thailand, were not dedicated exclusively to the cloud seeding missions.   The WC-130’s also conducted
tropical typhoon reconnaissance and tactical weather reconnaissance support missions.  RF-4C’s performed regular photo
reconnaissance missions.  The annual cost of the total program was approximately 3.6 million covering operation and
maintenance, temporary duty pay, and seeding materials. [2]

US. military o cials refused to admit their involvement in weather warfare, lying under oath during Congressional testimony:

Laird wasn’t the only o cial whose 1972 weather modi cation testimony was untruthful.
Benjamin Forman, a senior Department of Defense lawyer, reiterated Laird’s denial later that year: “We have not, as
Secretary Laird has previously said, ever engaged in weather modi cation activities in Northern Vietnam.”
At the same hearing, the Deputy Director of the US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency had similar di culties. Asked
by Senator Pell if rainmaking projects had been approved by Laos and Thailand, Philip Farley replied: “I don’t wish even
to admit, sir, that there were such projects.” 
(US Senate, Subcommittee on Oceans and International Environment; 26 July 1972; p. 34 and 45)
Originally “Top Secret”, this hearing transcript was made public on 19 May 1974.
This was the  rst detailed public explanation of 1960s and 70s US weather modi cation programs in Southeast Asia.[4]

Operation Ranch Hand, Operation Trail Dust, [3], [4], [5]

19 million gallons of the Rainbow Agents were sprayed in an attempt to clear the thick Vietnamese jungles

The herbicides were sprayed by the U.S. Air Force  ying C-123s using the call sign “Hades”. The planes were  tted with

specially developed spray tanks with a capacity of 1,000 U.S. gallons (4 m3) of herbicides. A plane sprayed a swath of land
that was 80 meters wide and 16 km (~10 miles) long in about 4½ minutes, at a rate of about 3 U.S. gallons per acre

(3 m3/km2). Sorties usually consisted of three to  ve airplanes  ying side by side. 95% of the herbicides and defoliants used
in the war were sprayed by the U.S. Air Force as part of Operation Ranch Hand. The remaining 5% were sprayed by the
U.S. Chemical Corps, other military branches, and the Republic of Vietnam using hand sprayers, spray
trucks, helicopters and boats, primarily around U.S. military installations [5]
Between 1961-1971 19,395,369 million gallons of herbicides were used in Vietnam which amounts to 5193 gallons daily.
During the same period, “the US sprayed enough herbicides to cover 30,305 square miles or 23.8% of the total area of
Vietnam with one spraying” (Arison, 1995) [6], [7]

US. weather warfare and defoliation e orts over Vietnam led to the creation of the Environmental Modi cation Convention (ENMOD) on October 5, 1978,
banning “widespread, long-lasting or severe” environmental modi cations. [8]

Bug Warfare

U.S. entomological warfare program
Operation Big Itch
September 1954 series of tests at Dugway Proving Ground in Utah to determine coverage patterns and survivability of the tropical rat  ea for use
in biological warfare as disease vector [9]
Operation Big Buzz
May 1955 in the U.S. State of Georgia, 330,000 uninfected mosquitoes were dropped from aircraft in E14 bombs and dispersed from the ground. [9]
Operation May Day
April to November 1956 test in Savannah, Georgia designed to reveal information about the dispersal of yellow fever mosquitoes in an urban area.
 The mosquitoes were released from ground level.  [9]
Operation Drop Kick
1956 test in Savannah, Georgia, where uninfected mosquitoes were released in a residential neighborhood and another 1956 test in Avon Park
Bombing Range, Florida, where 600,000 mosquitoes were released by plane. [10]
Also see Unethical human experimentation in the United States, U.S. Biological Warfare, and the deleted Operation-Sunshine.org page on Biological
Warfare

Radioactive Release

Zinc Cadmium Sul de
“one critic accused the Army of ‘literally using the country as an experimental laboratory'” [11]

Operation LAC (Large Area Coverage) 1957-1958
U.S. Army Chemical Corps operation which dispersed microscopic zinc cadmium sul de (ZnCdS) particles over much of the United States (from a C-119 Flying
Boxcar). The purpose was to determine the dispersion and geographic range of biological or chemical agents.  [12]
Operation Dew I and II 1951-1952
Consisted of  ve separate trials from March 26, 1952 until April 21, 1952 that were designed to test the feasibility of maintaining a large aerosol cloud released
o shore until it drifted over land, achieving a large area coverage. [13]
St. Louis, 1953
The Manhattan-Rochester Coalition, research on the health e ects of radioactive materials, and tests on vulnerable populations  without consent in St. Louis,
1945–1970, the US Army Chemical Corp sprayed cadmium sul de on a low-income neighborhood (and school), without telling anyone until 40 years later.
 During that silence, researchers studied the deceased bodies of radioactively contaminated American citizens. [14], [15], [16]

This piece analyzes a covert Manhattan Project spin-o  organization referred to here as the Manhattan-Rochester
Coalition, and an obscure aerosol study in St. Louis, Missouri, conducted under contract by the U.S. military from 1953–
1954, and 1963–1965. The military-sponsored studies targeted a segregated, high-density urban area, where low-income
persons of color predominantly resided. Examination of the Manhattan-Rochester Coalition and the St. Louis aerosol
studies, reveal their connections to each other, and to a much larger military project that secretly tested humans, both
alive and deceased, in an e ort to understand the e ects of weaponized radiation. Through this case study, the author
explores how a large number of participants inside an organization will willingly participate in organizational acts that are
harmful to others, and how large numbers of outsiders, who may or may not be victims of organizational activities, are
unable to determine illegal or harmful activity by an organization. The author explains how ethical and observational
lapses are engineered by the organization through several speci c mechanisms, in an e ort to disable critical analysis, and
prevent both internal and external dissent of harmful organizational actions. Through studying the process of complex
organizational deviance, we can develop public policies that protect the public’s right to know, and construct checks and
methods to minimize the chance of covert projects that are contrary to societal norms. [15]

There you have it, several examples of the US. military operating secret tests.  It makes one wonder, how long will it be before we  nd out what they are doing
RIGHT NOW?

“Those who don’t know history are doomed to repeat it.” ― Edmund
Burke
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Silver iodide ejectors mounted on the JATO rack, WC130 “B” model. Image credit Air Weather Reconnaissance Assoc.
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For decades, the U.S. Army examined whether infected mosquitoes could be used to kill our enemies–so

called “entomological warfare.” In these excerpts from a March 1981 Army report, you can marvel at how

much it would have cost to launch a yellow feverinfected mosquito attack on a city (with a handy “Cost per

Death” chart included!). Also, you won’t want to miss summaries of prior government trials like”Operation

Big Itch” and “Operation Big Buzz.” source: The Smoking Gun

source: Google Books – also see: Summary of Major Events and Problems, US. Army CC
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jsbmith
1 year ago

NSA and JNLWD are partnering with Virginia State Police and local police implanting people with biochips. Read “A Note on Uberveillance” by M. G.
and Katina Michael. it enables Uberveillance. “In its ultimate form, überveillance has to do with more than automatic identi cation technologies that
we carry with us. It has to do with under-the-skin technology that is embedded in the body, such as microchip implants; it is that which cuts into the
 esh – a charagma (mark). Think of it as Big Brother on the inside looking out.” Newport News Police and Virginia State Police had a doctor implant
me w/o my knowledge and consent with a biochip. A U. S. Attorney for the NSA/DOJ pretended to be my attorney. It enables torture and thought
monitoring. They use it as a sensor and pulse energy projectiles at you. I had a heart attack. It enables voice to skull communication. See LRAD white
papers or audio spotlight by Holosonics. Law enforcement believes we will only be safe if they know where we are at all times, what we are doing and
what we are thinking! See Safeguards in a World of Ambient Intelligence by Springer page 9. See Mental Health and Terrorism by Amin Gadit. He
states, “Of late, there are reports of a new and dreadful invention of weapons of violence that are called Bioelectromagnetic Weapons. According to
the description by an Institute of Science in Society, these weapons operate at the speed of light, can kill, torture and enslave without making
physical appearance. It further adds that voices and visions, daydreams and nightmares are the most astonishing manifestations of this weapon
system, it is also capable of crippling the human subject by limiting his/her normal range of movement, causing acute pain the equivalent of major
organ failure or even death and interferes with normal functions of human senses. It can cause di culty with breathing and induce seizures besides
damage to the tissues and organs. Through this form of terrorism, it is possible to persuade subjects that their mind is being read; their intellectual
property is being plundered and can even motivate suicide or murder. Pulsed Energy projectiles (PEPs) are another form of weaponry that is used to
paralyze a victim with pain. According to Peter Philips, a scientist from USA, circumstances may soon arrive in which anti-war or human right
protestors suddenly feel a burning sensation akin to touching a hot skillet over their entire body. Simultaneously they may hear terrifying
nauseating screaming, which while not produced externally,  lls their brains with overwhelming disruption. This new invention is dreadful addition to
the armamentarium of weapons of abuse and torture. Manifestations of the e ects of these occult weapons can mimic mental ill health and add
further to the misery of the victims.” See Bio Initiative Report 2012. See Forbes and search Brandon Raub. Law enforcement tases citizens into
“excited delirium” (see at nij org) to make them act in ways they normally would not. I believe they are directly responsible for the Virginia Tech
massacre. There are 3 reasons to have it implanted 1) mental health, 2) criminal record, and 3) infectious disease. If you don’t meet any of those
requirements like me, they’ll falsify your records. All the mass shootings are the work of law enforcement. They want to take away your right to bear
arms and make America a police state. People aren’t suddenly going crazy, they’re being tortured. I also believe the biochip to be responsible for
PTSD. Read Brian Castner’s book “A Long Walk”. I have the same ambiguous pains, twitches, heart attack, night mares, day mares, gurgling, etc. I
never served in the war. What do we have in common? The biochip. Suicide is one way to get relief. Virginia’s suicide rate is higher than the national
average and the military suicide rate is unacceptable! You can check your upper right buttock, upper right shoulder. They are just under the skin. I
have been in excruciating pain for six years due to corruption in Virginia.
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It may be hard for you to believe that your great nation is capable of conspiracy, but the facts do not lie. Below are well-documented
examples of declassi ed experiments and chemical releases by the US. military on an unwitting public.

Weather Warfare and Defoliation

Operation Popeye [1]

The US. Air Force sprayed silver and lead iodide into clouds above Vietnam to increase the normal monsoon rainfall, in secrecy from March 20, 1967 to  July 5, 1972.

The program was authorized three WC-130 and two RF-4C aircraft with associated crews and maintenance personnel.
 These aircraft provided two WC-130 and one RF-4C sorties per day, when required.  However, these aircraft, which
operated out of Thailand, were not dedicated exclusively to the cloud seeding missions.   The WC-130’s also conducted
tropical typhoon reconnaissance and tactical weather reconnaissance support missions.  RF-4C’s performed regular photo
reconnaissance missions.  The annual cost of the total program was approximately 3.6 million covering operation and
maintenance, temporary duty pay, and seeding materials. [2]

US. military o cials refused to admit their involvement in weather warfare, lying under oath during Congressional testimony:

Laird wasn’t the only o cial whose 1972 weather modi cation testimony was untruthful.
Benjamin Forman, a senior Department of Defense lawyer, reiterated Laird’s denial later that year: “We have not, as
Secretary Laird has previously said, ever engaged in weather modi cation activities in Northern Vietnam.”
At the same hearing, the Deputy Director of the US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency had similar di culties. Asked
by Senator Pell if rainmaking projects had been approved by Laos and Thailand, Philip Farley replied: “I don’t wish even
to admit, sir, that there were such projects.” 
(US Senate, Subcommittee on Oceans and International Environment; 26 July 1972; p. 34 and 45)
Originally “Top Secret”, this hearing transcript was made public on 19 May 1974.
This was the  rst detailed public explanation of 1960s and 70s US weather modi cation programs in Southeast Asia.[4]

Operation Ranch Hand, Operation Trail Dust, [3], [4], [5]

19 million gallons of the Rainbow Agents were sprayed in an attempt to clear the thick Vietnamese jungles

The herbicides were sprayed by the U.S. Air Force  ying C-123s using the call sign “Hades”. The planes were  tted with

specially developed spray tanks with a capacity of 1,000 U.S. gallons (4 m3) of herbicides. A plane sprayed a swath of land
that was 80 meters wide and 16 km (~10 miles) long in about 4½ minutes, at a rate of about 3 U.S. gallons per acre

(3 m3/km2). Sorties usually consisted of three to  ve airplanes  ying side by side. 95% of the herbicides and defoliants used
in the war were sprayed by the U.S. Air Force as part of Operation Ranch Hand. The remaining 5% were sprayed by the
U.S. Chemical Corps, other military branches, and the Republic of Vietnam using hand sprayers, spray
trucks, helicopters and boats, primarily around U.S. military installations [5]
Between 1961-1971 19,395,369 million gallons of herbicides were used in Vietnam which amounts to 5193 gallons daily.
During the same period, “the US sprayed enough herbicides to cover 30,305 square miles or 23.8% of the total area of
Vietnam with one spraying” (Arison, 1995) [6], [7]

US. weather warfare and defoliation e orts over Vietnam led to the creation of the Environmental Modi cation Convention (ENMOD) on October 5, 1978,
banning “widespread, long-lasting or severe” environmental modi cations. [8]

Bug Warfare

U.S. entomological warfare program
Operation Big Itch
September 1954 series of tests at Dugway Proving Ground in Utah to determine coverage patterns and survivability of the tropical rat  ea for use
in biological warfare as disease vector [9]
Operation Big Buzz
May 1955 in the U.S. State of Georgia, 330,000 uninfected mosquitoes were dropped from aircraft in E14 bombs and dispersed from the ground. [9]
Operation May Day
April to November 1956 test in Savannah, Georgia designed to reveal information about the dispersal of yellow fever mosquitoes in an urban area.
 The mosquitoes were released from ground level.  [9]
Operation Drop Kick
1956 test in Savannah, Georgia, where uninfected mosquitoes were released in a residential neighborhood and another 1956 test in Avon Park
Bombing Range, Florida, where 600,000 mosquitoes were released by plane. [10]
Also see Unethical human experimentation in the United States, U.S. Biological Warfare, and the deleted Operation-Sunshine.org page on Biological
Warfare

Radioactive Release

Zinc Cadmium Sul de
“one critic accused the Army of ‘literally using the country as an experimental laboratory'” [11]

Operation LAC (Large Area Coverage) 1957-1958
U.S. Army Chemical Corps operation which dispersed microscopic zinc cadmium sul de (ZnCdS) particles over much of the United States (from a C-119 Flying
Boxcar). The purpose was to determine the dispersion and geographic range of biological or chemical agents.  [12]
Operation Dew I and II 1951-1952
Consisted of  ve separate trials from March 26, 1952 until April 21, 1952 that were designed to test the feasibility of maintaining a large aerosol cloud released
o shore until it drifted over land, achieving a large area coverage. [13]
St. Louis, 1953
The Manhattan-Rochester Coalition, research on the health e ects of radioactive materials, and tests on vulnerable populations  without consent in St. Louis,
1945–1970, the US Army Chemical Corp sprayed cadmium sul de on a low-income neighborhood (and school), without telling anyone until 40 years later.
 During that silence, researchers studied the deceased bodies of radioactively contaminated American citizens. [14], [15], [16]

This piece analyzes a covert Manhattan Project spin-o  organization referred to here as the Manhattan-Rochester
Coalition, and an obscure aerosol study in St. Louis, Missouri, conducted under contract by the U.S. military from 1953–
1954, and 1963–1965. The military-sponsored studies targeted a segregated, high-density urban area, where low-income
persons of color predominantly resided. Examination of the Manhattan-Rochester Coalition and the St. Louis aerosol
studies, reveal their connections to each other, and to a much larger military project that secretly tested humans, both
alive and deceased, in an e ort to understand the e ects of weaponized radiation. Through this case study, the author
explores how a large number of participants inside an organization will willingly participate in organizational acts that are
harmful to others, and how large numbers of outsiders, who may or may not be victims of organizational activities, are
unable to determine illegal or harmful activity by an organization. The author explains how ethical and observational
lapses are engineered by the organization through several speci c mechanisms, in an e ort to disable critical analysis, and
prevent both internal and external dissent of harmful organizational actions. Through studying the process of complex
organizational deviance, we can develop public policies that protect the public’s right to know, and construct checks and
methods to minimize the chance of covert projects that are contrary to societal norms. [15]

There you have it, several examples of the US. military operating secret tests.  It makes one wonder, how long will it be before we  nd out what they are doing
RIGHT NOW?

“Those who don’t know history are doomed to repeat it.” ― Edmund
Burke
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Silver iodide ejectors mounted on the JATO rack, WC130 “B” model. Image credit Air Weather Reconnaissance Assoc.

Adobe Flash Player or an HTML5-supported browser is required for video playback. Get the latest Flash Player Learn more about upgrading to an HTML5

browser

For decades, the U.S. Army examined whether infected mosquitoes could be used to kill our enemies–so

called “entomological warfare.” In these excerpts from a March 1981 Army report, you can marvel at how

much it would have cost to launch a yellow feverinfected mosquito attack on a city (with a handy “Cost per

Death” chart included!). Also, you won’t want to miss summaries of prior government trials like”Operation

Big Itch” and “Operation Big Buzz.” source: The Smoking Gun

source: Google Books – also see: Summary of Major Events and Problems, US. Army CC
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The Silver Lining Project is a not-for-pro t international scienti c research collaboration to study the e ects of particles (aerosols) on...

Is There a Drone Flying Around the Harlem Building Collapse?
Bill Knarr, March 17, 2014March 17, 2014, Science, 0 �

Posted on March 17, 2014 by Bill Knarr in Dick Clippings, After reading this story, and the related stories, this has me wondering and...

HAARP – The World’s Sexiest Energy Weapon
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This article is part of the series: HAARP and the Sky Heaters Also see our Space-Weather Modi cation Timeline HAARP,...

Dead sea lions washing on shore in California appear to have died from radiation poisoning.
Bill Knarr, June 29, 2014September 30, 2014, Nuclear, Science, Uncategorized, 2 �

Posted on April 13, 2014 by Bill Knarr in Dick Clippings, Monday, April 15, 2013 by: PF LouisTags: sea lions, radiation, California Learn
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NSA and JNLWD are partnering with Virginia State Police and local police implanting people with biochips. Read “A Note on Uberveillance” by M. G.
and Katina Michael. it enables Uberveillance. “In its ultimate form, überveillance has to do with more than automatic identi cation technologies that
we carry with us. It has to do with under-the-skin technology that is embedded in the body, such as microchip implants; it is that which cuts into the
 esh – a charagma (mark). Think of it as Big Brother on the inside looking out.” Newport News Police and Virginia State Police had a doctor implant
me w/o my knowledge and consent with a biochip. A U. S. Attorney for the NSA/DOJ pretended to be my attorney. It enables torture and thought
monitoring. They use it as a sensor and pulse energy projectiles at you. I had a heart attack. It enables voice to skull communication. See LRAD white
papers or audio spotlight by Holosonics. Law enforcement believes we will only be safe if they know where we are at all times, what we are doing and
what we are thinking! See Safeguards in a World of Ambient Intelligence by Springer page 9. See Mental Health and Terrorism by Amin Gadit. He
states, “Of late, there are reports of a new and dreadful invention of weapons of violence that are called Bioelectromagnetic Weapons. According to
the description by an Institute of Science in Society, these weapons operate at the speed of light, can kill, torture and enslave without making
physical appearance. It further adds that voices and visions, daydreams and nightmares are the most astonishing manifestations of this weapon
system, it is also capable of crippling the human subject by limiting his/her normal range of movement, causing acute pain the equivalent of major
organ failure or even death and interferes with normal functions of human senses. It can cause di culty with breathing and induce seizures besides
damage to the tissues and organs. Through this form of terrorism, it is possible to persuade subjects that their mind is being read; their intellectual
property is being plundered and can even motivate suicide or murder. Pulsed Energy projectiles (PEPs) are another form of weaponry that is used to
paralyze a victim with pain. According to Peter Philips, a scientist from USA, circumstances may soon arrive in which anti-war or human right
protestors suddenly feel a burning sensation akin to touching a hot skillet over their entire body. Simultaneously they may hear terrifying
nauseating screaming, which while not produced externally,  lls their brains with overwhelming disruption. This new invention is dreadful addition to
the armamentarium of weapons of abuse and torture. Manifestations of the e ects of these occult weapons can mimic mental ill health and add
further to the misery of the victims.” See Bio Initiative Report 2012. See Forbes and search Brandon Raub. Law enforcement tases citizens into
“excited delirium” (see at nij org) to make them act in ways they normally would not. I believe they are directly responsible for the Virginia Tech
massacre. There are 3 reasons to have it implanted 1) mental health, 2) criminal record, and 3) infectious disease. If you don’t meet any of those
requirements like me, they’ll falsify your records. All the mass shootings are the work of law enforcement. They want to take away your right to bear
arms and make America a police state. People aren’t suddenly going crazy, they’re being tortured. I also believe the biochip to be responsible for
PTSD. Read Brian Castner’s book “A Long Walk”. I have the same ambiguous pains, twitches, heart attack, night mares, day mares, gurgling, etc. I
never served in the war. What do we have in common? The biochip. Suicide is one way to get relief. Virginia’s suicide rate is higher than the national
average and the military suicide rate is unacceptable! You can check your upper right buttock, upper right shoulder. They are just under the skin. I
have been in excruciating pain for six years due to corruption in Virginia.
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Stop at 6 minutes and then 20 minutes in for info on chemtrails
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It may be hard for you to believe that your great nation is capable of conspiracy, but the facts do not lie. Below are well-documented
examples of declassi ed experiments and chemical releases by the US. military on an unwitting public.

Weather Warfare and Defoliation

Operation Popeye [1]

The US. Air Force sprayed silver and lead iodide into clouds above Vietnam to increase the normal monsoon rainfall, in secrecy from March 20, 1967 to  July 5, 1972.

The program was authorized three WC-130 and two RF-4C aircraft with associated crews and maintenance personnel.
 These aircraft provided two WC-130 and one RF-4C sorties per day, when required.  However, these aircraft, which
operated out of Thailand, were not dedicated exclusively to the cloud seeding missions.   The WC-130’s also conducted
tropical typhoon reconnaissance and tactical weather reconnaissance support missions.  RF-4C’s performed regular photo
reconnaissance missions.  The annual cost of the total program was approximately 3.6 million covering operation and
maintenance, temporary duty pay, and seeding materials. [2]

US. military o cials refused to admit their involvement in weather warfare, lying under oath during Congressional testimony:

Laird wasn’t the only o cial whose 1972 weather modi cation testimony was untruthful.
Benjamin Forman, a senior Department of Defense lawyer, reiterated Laird’s denial later that year: “We have not, as
Secretary Laird has previously said, ever engaged in weather modi cation activities in Northern Vietnam.”
At the same hearing, the Deputy Director of the US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency had similar di culties. Asked
by Senator Pell if rainmaking projects had been approved by Laos and Thailand, Philip Farley replied: “I don’t wish even
to admit, sir, that there were such projects.” 
(US Senate, Subcommittee on Oceans and International Environment; 26 July 1972; p. 34 and 45)
Originally “Top Secret”, this hearing transcript was made public on 19 May 1974.
This was the  rst detailed public explanation of 1960s and 70s US weather modi cation programs in Southeast Asia.[4]

Operation Ranch Hand, Operation Trail Dust, [3], [4], [5]

19 million gallons of the Rainbow Agents were sprayed in an attempt to clear the thick Vietnamese jungles

The herbicides were sprayed by the U.S. Air Force  ying C-123s using the call sign “Hades”. The planes were  tted with

specially developed spray tanks with a capacity of 1,000 U.S. gallons (4 m3) of herbicides. A plane sprayed a swath of land
that was 80 meters wide and 16 km (~10 miles) long in about 4½ minutes, at a rate of about 3 U.S. gallons per acre

(3 m3/km2). Sorties usually consisted of three to  ve airplanes  ying side by side. 95% of the herbicides and defoliants used
in the war were sprayed by the U.S. Air Force as part of Operation Ranch Hand. The remaining 5% were sprayed by the
U.S. Chemical Corps, other military branches, and the Republic of Vietnam using hand sprayers, spray
trucks, helicopters and boats, primarily around U.S. military installations [5]
Between 1961-1971 19,395,369 million gallons of herbicides were used in Vietnam which amounts to 5193 gallons daily.
During the same period, “the US sprayed enough herbicides to cover 30,305 square miles or 23.8% of the total area of
Vietnam with one spraying” (Arison, 1995) [6], [7]

US. weather warfare and defoliation e orts over Vietnam led to the creation of the Environmental Modi cation Convention (ENMOD) on October 5, 1978,
banning “widespread, long-lasting or severe” environmental modi cations. [8]

Bug Warfare

U.S. entomological warfare program
Operation Big Itch
September 1954 series of tests at Dugway Proving Ground in Utah to determine coverage patterns and survivability of the tropical rat  ea for use
in biological warfare as disease vector [9]
Operation Big Buzz
May 1955 in the U.S. State of Georgia, 330,000 uninfected mosquitoes were dropped from aircraft in E14 bombs and dispersed from the ground. [9]
Operation May Day
April to November 1956 test in Savannah, Georgia designed to reveal information about the dispersal of yellow fever mosquitoes in an urban area.
 The mosquitoes were released from ground level.  [9]
Operation Drop Kick
1956 test in Savannah, Georgia, where uninfected mosquitoes were released in a residential neighborhood and another 1956 test in Avon Park
Bombing Range, Florida, where 600,000 mosquitoes were released by plane. [10]
Also see Unethical human experimentation in the United States, U.S. Biological Warfare, and the deleted Operation-Sunshine.org page on Biological
Warfare

Radioactive Release

Zinc Cadmium Sul de
“one critic accused the Army of ‘literally using the country as an experimental laboratory'” [11]

Operation LAC (Large Area Coverage) 1957-1958
U.S. Army Chemical Corps operation which dispersed microscopic zinc cadmium sul de (ZnCdS) particles over much of the United States (from a C-119 Flying
Boxcar). The purpose was to determine the dispersion and geographic range of biological or chemical agents.  [12]
Operation Dew I and II 1951-1952
Consisted of  ve separate trials from March 26, 1952 until April 21, 1952 that were designed to test the feasibility of maintaining a large aerosol cloud released
o shore until it drifted over land, achieving a large area coverage. [13]
St. Louis, 1953
The Manhattan-Rochester Coalition, research on the health e ects of radioactive materials, and tests on vulnerable populations  without consent in St. Louis,
1945–1970, the US Army Chemical Corp sprayed cadmium sul de on a low-income neighborhood (and school), without telling anyone until 40 years later.
 During that silence, researchers studied the deceased bodies of radioactively contaminated American citizens. [14], [15], [16]

This piece analyzes a covert Manhattan Project spin-o  organization referred to here as the Manhattan-Rochester
Coalition, and an obscure aerosol study in St. Louis, Missouri, conducted under contract by the U.S. military from 1953–
1954, and 1963–1965. The military-sponsored studies targeted a segregated, high-density urban area, where low-income
persons of color predominantly resided. Examination of the Manhattan-Rochester Coalition and the St. Louis aerosol
studies, reveal their connections to each other, and to a much larger military project that secretly tested humans, both
alive and deceased, in an e ort to understand the e ects of weaponized radiation. Through this case study, the author
explores how a large number of participants inside an organization will willingly participate in organizational acts that are
harmful to others, and how large numbers of outsiders, who may or may not be victims of organizational activities, are
unable to determine illegal or harmful activity by an organization. The author explains how ethical and observational
lapses are engineered by the organization through several speci c mechanisms, in an e ort to disable critical analysis, and
prevent both internal and external dissent of harmful organizational actions. Through studying the process of complex
organizational deviance, we can develop public policies that protect the public’s right to know, and construct checks and
methods to minimize the chance of covert projects that are contrary to societal norms. [15]

There you have it, several examples of the US. military operating secret tests.  It makes one wonder, how long will it be before we  nd out what they are doing
RIGHT NOW?

“Those who don’t know history are doomed to repeat it.” ― Edmund
Burke
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and Katina Michael. it enables Uberveillance. “In its ultimate form, überveillance has to do with more than automatic identi cation technologies that
we carry with us. It has to do with under-the-skin technology that is embedded in the body, such as microchip implants; it is that which cuts into the
 esh – a charagma (mark). Think of it as Big Brother on the inside looking out.” Newport News Police and Virginia State Police had a doctor implant
me w/o my knowledge and consent with a biochip. A U. S. Attorney for the NSA/DOJ pretended to be my attorney. It enables torture and thought
monitoring. They use it as a sensor and pulse energy projectiles at you. I had a heart attack. It enables voice to skull communication. See LRAD white
papers or audio spotlight by Holosonics. Law enforcement believes we will only be safe if they know where we are at all times, what we are doing and
what we are thinking! See Safeguards in a World of Ambient Intelligence by Springer page 9. See Mental Health and Terrorism by Amin Gadit. He
states, “Of late, there are reports of a new and dreadful invention of weapons of violence that are called Bioelectromagnetic Weapons. According to
the description by an Institute of Science in Society, these weapons operate at the speed of light, can kill, torture and enslave without making
physical appearance. It further adds that voices and visions, daydreams and nightmares are the most astonishing manifestations of this weapon
system, it is also capable of crippling the human subject by limiting his/her normal range of movement, causing acute pain the equivalent of major
organ failure or even death and interferes with normal functions of human senses. It can cause di culty with breathing and induce seizures besides
damage to the tissues and organs. Through this form of terrorism, it is possible to persuade subjects that their mind is being read; their intellectual
property is being plundered and can even motivate suicide or murder. Pulsed Energy projectiles (PEPs) are another form of weaponry that is used to
paralyze a victim with pain. According to Peter Philips, a scientist from USA, circumstances may soon arrive in which anti-war or human right
protestors suddenly feel a burning sensation akin to touching a hot skillet over their entire body. Simultaneously they may hear terrifying
nauseating screaming, which while not produced externally,  lls their brains with overwhelming disruption. This new invention is dreadful addition to
the armamentarium of weapons of abuse and torture. Manifestations of the e ects of these occult weapons can mimic mental ill health and add
further to the misery of the victims.” See Bio Initiative Report 2012. See Forbes and search Brandon Raub. Law enforcement tases citizens into
“excited delirium” (see at nij org) to make them act in ways they normally would not. I believe they are directly responsible for the Virginia Tech
massacre. There are 3 reasons to have it implanted 1) mental health, 2) criminal record, and 3) infectious disease. If you don’t meet any of those
requirements like me, they’ll falsify your records. All the mass shootings are the work of law enforcement. They want to take away your right to bear
arms and make America a police state. People aren’t suddenly going crazy, they’re being tortured. I also believe the biochip to be responsible for
PTSD. Read Brian Castner’s book “A Long Walk”. I have the same ambiguous pains, twitches, heart attack, night mares, day mares, gurgling, etc. I
never served in the war. What do we have in common? The biochip. Suicide is one way to get relief. Virginia’s suicide rate is higher than the national
average and the military suicide rate is unacceptable! You can check your upper right buttock, upper right shoulder. They are just under the skin. I
have been in excruciating pain for six years due to corruption in Virginia.

REPLY

Dawn
1 year ago

http://jhaines6.wordpress.com/2014/02/04/neil-keenan-update-the-cabal-is-in-check-checkmate-coming/
Stop at 6 minutes and then 20 minutes in for info on chemtrails
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